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PARLIAMENTARY DEBATES
{ P a r t  I — Q u e st io n s  and A n s w e r s )

Tuesday, 4th April, 1950

I'he House met at a Quarter to Eleven of the Clock

[Me. Speaker in the Chair.]

ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

Pa y  80ALBS fob  R a il w a y  Sohool Tbaohbbs

*U71. Shri Sidhva: (a) Will the le is te r  of Bailwayi be pleased to state 
^hut scale have the Central Pay Commission reoommended for the B. N.
Bailway School teachers?

(b) What is the pay they wre drawing now?
(c) What is the reason for not implementing these recommendations?
(d) Do Government intend to implement th<«e recommendations?
The Minister of Transport and BaUways (Shri Oopalaswaml): (a) The scales

recommended by the Central Pay Commission for school teachers are those
^iven in para 17, page 245, Part III of their Report.

(b) to (d). Revised scales of pay based on the Central Pay Commission’s
recommendations, referred to above have been sanctioned for the B. N. Rail
way School teachers. Refixation of pay and payment of arrears have, however,
not been completed. Pending this, the teachers continue to dVraw the pre
existing scales, which are either the State Government scales or the scales as
sanctioned by the Railway.

Shri Sidhva: I have not been able to follow the answer exactly. May I
l^now why the Pay Commission Scales have not been applied to the B. JJ* 
Railway School staff and is it a fact that clerical and other low paid staff have
jjot these scales since 2J years but the teachers have been excluded?

Shri Oopalaswaml: Xhe original scales in force in these Railway Schools
were scales corresponding to the scales of pay in Schools maintained by the
respective Provincial Governments. That was what was in vogue previously.
Subsequently on receipt of representations from the Railway School te#».chers,
the mattei was reviewed and it was decided that the scales should be approxi
mated to the scales admissible in Centrally Administered areas which were
Vwised on the Central Pay Commission’s recommendations. These orders have
been ordered to be applied to School teachers on the B. N. Railway. There
has been some delay in fixing them up in the revised scales and that will he 
completed soon.

Shri Sidhva: Is it a fact that the Bihar Government has also withdrawn the
Dearness Allowanoe which the teachers were drawing?

( 1270 )



Sllri Oopalasvami: I have no iuformation.
*8hri SadlLva: When is the decision likely to be taken?
Shil Oopalftswami: The decision has been taken. It is being implemented..
Shii SidlLva: How many teachers are involved in this?
Shri Gopalaswami: I am afraid I have not got the total number here. I f

the hon. Member wishes that information to be supplied to tdm:, I  shall do.
Shrl Sidliva: When will the decision be implemented?
Shri GopalAswami,: It is being implemented.

gft >Tg : m  ^  ^  f w M  «lto

srrfo ^  ?|jt ^  ^  | ?

Shin Bhatt: Are these recommendationB of the Central Pay Commissioi* 
applicable to the B. B. and C. I. Eailway Schools also?

Shri Gopalaswaml: All Railways. '

Ml’ ^  : ?PTT *TT'Rtq’ sfV ^  3TR ^  ^  ^

% #  argff a n f t  ?

Shift Bhatt: Has the hon. Minister received any applications from the tea
chers of the Abu Koad, Eailway High .School?

Mr. Speaker: Order, order.

R equisitionbd  Buildings

•1372. SM  Sidliva: (a) Will tho Minister of Works, Ifllnes and Power be
pleased to state the number of buildings requisitioned from 1st January, 1949* 
up-to-date in Delhi and other parts of the country for Government of India 
purposes ?

(b) What is the total rent paid by Government for these buildings and what 
is tho anioimt recovered from the persons who have occupied them?

(c) Werg any buildings de-requisitioned during this period and if so, what iŝ  
the number?

The IQniater of Works, Mines and Power (Shri *GMklgil): (a) Number of 
buildings requisitioned from 1st January, 1949 to 16th March, 1960—

In Delhi................................. 124.
In other parts of the country......................... 34.
(b) (i) Total rent paid by Government—Es. 29,493/11/6.

(ii) Toial amount recovered—Bs. 23,889/12/-.
These figures exclude some rent not paid, and some not collected due Up 

assessments not being fixed.
(c) Yes. 35 houses and one flat.

(i) In Delhi—21 housed and one flat.
(ii) in other parts of the country—eight houses
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Shri Sidhva: Out of the requisitioned buildings, how many are for office 
purposes and how many for residential purposes?

Shri aadgU: I require notioe for that.

Shri Bidliva: Is there any graded rate of rent fixed for officers and subordi
nate staff or is it 10 per cent, for everyone?

Shri Gadgil: The rent that is paid to the landlord is according to the capa
city oi: the house, the situation of the house etc. So far as possible the houses- 
are allotted according to the rules and the pay that the occupants draw and in 
no case an officer is made to pay more than 10 per cent, of his salary.

Shri Sidhva: Do the subordinate staff like clerks and peons also have to*
pay 10 per cent, of their pay as officers do?

Shri aadgil: That is applicable to every officer of every class.

Shri DeditNUidllu Gupta: May I know the number of houses requisitioned
by the; Local Government for their purposes in Delhi?

Shri Gadgll: It is impossible to give the figure of houses requisitioned for 
the purposes of Delhi local tidtnini»tration but I can give the number of houses 
requisitioned by the Collector, Delhi.

Shil Deslibandliu Gupta: I want those figures.

Shri Gadgll: The number of houses requisitioned from 1st January, 1949
to 81st January, 1950 in Delhi was 14.

Shri D60libaiidhu Gupta: May I know whether any instances have come to 
the notice of the hon. Minister where rent has not been paid or not even been 
decided in the case of those houses that have been requisitioned by the Local 
Administration for more than six months or even one year?

Shri GadgU: As I have said in the answer, in the case of certain houses the 
rent- is not yet fixed. It may be that in certain cases the period is six monthB 
or even one year.

S!hri Deelllbaildliu Gupta: Do Government realize the difficulty of those per
sons whose houses are requisitioned and will they see that clear cut rules are laid 
down so that the decisions about rents are not delayed beyond two or three 
months or beyond any period that Government may think reasonable?

Shri Gadgll: I appreciate the reasonableness of the suggestion and I will act 
upto that.

# 5  f it ? #  w afh: ^

^  ^  ^  ^

I JTT 5Tfr, 3Tk ^  ^  ^  3IT5TT ^  3TT ?
Seth GofVind Das: May I know whether or not a time-limit has been fixed 

to de-requisition all such buildings in or around Delhi as are even at present 
under Government control and that by what time they could be expected to be 
de-requisitioned?
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^  : a rm  ^tt ^pp€t ^

^  t  ?T5r 5w  ^  amrr ’ifif ^  srr ?RJcft i

Sliri Gadgil: Expectation may be had at all times but no suoli expectation 
wilJ be justified till Government-requirements in this respect continue to re
main rather pressing.

#5 *ftf^ ^  : ffin srvft sftT ^  vs JJTT̂  ^  jftspTT
— — — — — — —  '®

^  Tft aftr 3T> W(fT 3T«ft CRT ^  *1̂  f  ^
3T«I fTf^^wNr»T ?

Seth Gk)>vind Das: Are the Government preparing at present any scheme for 
further requisitioning of some buildings and, again, are the buildings not re- 
<luisitioned so far about to be requisitioned now?

: STJR ^  5ft ^  ^  I
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Shri OadgU: Government will surely requisition more buildings if they so 
needed.

J c>*** ^  ^
Giani G. S. Musafir: How many bungalows requisitioned in Delhi have 

been allotted to displaced persons?
Sbit GadgU: In a few cases houses have been given to some of the refugees 

V'lt normally the houses, whether owned by Government or requisitioned by 
{lovemment, are primarily meant for Government servants.

Shri K . A. Ayyangar: Does this Ministry requisition buildings for and on 
iaehalf of all Ministries or is it exclusive of the Defence Ministry?

Shri Gadgil: These houses are requisitioned by the Collector of Delhi and 
Collectors of several places at the instance of the Central Government.

Shri M. A. Ayyangar: In the matter of requisitioning buildings for Govern
ment purposes does the Defence Ministry requisition for its own purposes, 
or does the Ministry of Works, Mines and Power- requisition for all the depart
ments, or is there an exception? ,

Shri Gadgil: The buildings are requisitioned for all the Departments except 
the 'Mijiistiy of Defence by the Ministry-’ of Works, Mines and Power.

^  ^  u5̂ V uWrf ‘iH

Giani G. S. Musaftr: Is it n fact thjit amongst bungalows requisitioned are also 
included Romo which a few displaced persons happend to have or had here 
hero beforehand or which they purchased on migration to this place?
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Shii OadgU: I require notice for this question.
Mir. Speaker: I think we shall proceed to the next question.
Sbrl Deshbandbu Oupta: Sir, in view of the fact that only 14 houBes have 

been requisitioned in Delhi in the whole year, will the hon. Minister consider 
the desirability of exempting now buildings from the piwisions of the Requisi
tion of Premises Act?

Shrfi Gadgtt: The hon. Member is well aware of the fact that only a few 
moi'ths ago Government issued a Press Communique in which it was stated 
that 50 per cent, of the new constructions would not be requisitioned. If any 
construction is built exclusively for the use o£ the owner, it will not be requisi' 
tioned at all.

Kaji.way Strikes

♦1873. SeUi Gh>vind Das: Will the Minister of Eailways be pleased to state- 
the number cf slrikep for the jifaiod 1949-60 in railway workshops at Ajmer, 
Jodhpur, Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and Delhi and the number of man-lioura 
lost as compared with the previous year?

The Minister of State for Tran?̂ pogrt and Railways (Shii Santhanam): I lay
on the Table of the House a statement givhig the required information in res
pect of the railway workshops situated at Ajmer, Bombay, CaJcurta and 
Madras respectively. The required information is not available in respect of 
Jodhpur Hailway workshops, while as regards. Delhi, no particulars are given 
in tho statement as there is no railway worsliop in Delhi.

Sir, I may add in anticipation of Supplementary questions that the total 
muTib/n* of man-hours lost during 1948-49 was 79,576 while the total loss in 
1949-50 was only 45.

STATEMENT:

Name of Railway Number of Btrik©8 which occurred 
during the period 1949-60.

Number of man-hours 
lost during

1949-60, 1948.49.

B. B. and C. I. Ajmor Nil Nil 4.910
Bombay Nil Nil Nil

G. I. P. Bombay one 13 (days) 21,736 (days)
Caloutta Nil m 61,432

M. and S. M. Madras one 32 1,389

Setb Qovixid Das: dbmpared to previous years is the number of strikes 
becoming less or more?

Mr. Speaker: He has already stated that. He has given figures for both- 
the years.

Seth Gk>vind Das: Then I could not follow.
Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister may give him the figures.
Slui Saatlianain: The number of man-hours lost for 1948-49 was 79,576,. 

while the number of hours lost during 1949-50 was only 45.



Shri Hanumantluiya: May I know what is the improvement due to?

Shri Santhanam: Better relations between management and labour.

Shri M. A. Ayyangai: Is it 45 or 45,000? 

Shri Santhanam: 45 units.

Unolahibd Gk)0D8 Consignments on the Railways

*1374. Seth Oovind Das: Will the Minister of Railways be pleased to state 
the total number of unclaimed goods consignments and the income accrued to 
the Government on E.I.E., O.T.E., M.S.R. and B.B. and C.T.R. during 1949-50 

•by the sale of such goods?

The Minister of SUte fear Transport and Railways (Shri Santt^doam): The num- 
iber of goods consignments which remained unclaimed at destination during the 
calendar year 1949 on the E,I., O.T., M. and S.M. and B.B. and C.I. Railways 
was 7,366 approximately. The gross realisation from unclaimed consignments 
auctioned during the year 1949 on these Railways was approximately R«. 3,40, 
816. Freight and other charges due thereon amounted to Rs. 2,78,feo approxi
mately. These figures are exclusive of sale proceeds from articles which for 
varioiis reasons went astray during transit and could not be connected with 
booking particulars. The information in respect of the financial year 1949-50 
is not yet available.

Seth OoYlnd Das: Is it a fact, Sir, that several complaints have been lodged 
with ihii Ministry of the hon. Minister that in spite of the claims certain articles 
have been auctioned and those claims were not considered?

Shri Santhanam: I do not know what the hon. Member means. No 
•complaints come to the Ministry. We do not sell anything and we do not take 
possession of anything. It is only the individual railway administration which 
denis with these things. iSome complaints might have gone to the Railway 
Adminisfration concerned.

Shri Sidhva: May I know whether after the disposal of these unclaimed 
gooclp and consignments, particular consignees have preferred any claims for 
those particular consignments?

Shri Santhanam: There are two classes of consignrnqts: those whose addres- 
flos nre <j;iven nnd which have reached their destination but have not been claim- 
<hI by the consignee. In such cases the Railway Administrations wait for a certain 
time and fry to come in contfict with the consignee or the consignor and if they 
are uTiablo to do so, then they are sold in auction. There are other consignments 
whose addresses have been lost owing to some reason or other which are taken 
to the Lost Property Office and then auctioned. If the consignor or the con
signee eljums then the claim is dealt with on its own merits.

Shri Deshbandhu Oupta: May I know the amount paid by the Railways on 
all these four Railways in the same year in settling the claims for goods lost in 
transit?

Shri Santhanam: That question has been put many times and answered, 
r have not got the particulars here just now.
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Olaai G. 8. Muaafflr: Has the hon. Minister received complaints from soma 
•displaced persons to the effect that their goods originally booked from Pakistan 
ito destinations in India have on arrival been auctioned as ‘goods lyiug 
«nclaimed*?

Shii Samthanam: Sir, in such cases the claims are dealt with as if they 
w'ere olaims of Indian nationals. It may be that some consignments hav^ been 
«old off because the Kailway Administration could not contact the consignee.

Babn Itomnawyaa Slagli: What is the position of the claimant who is 
known to the authority aft-er the articles are disposed of?

Shri Baafhanam: He gets full compensation if he proves the claim.

'Claimh roB Oompbnsation of I njuby to Pbbsons and D amage to Goods
ON B ailwayb

*1875. Seth Govlnd Daa: Will the Minister of Ballwayf be pleased to state 
the total number of claims in respect of:

(a) Injury to persons;, and
(b) Damage to property, and the number of cases still pending on the E.I., 

O.T., M.S. and B.B. and C.I. Bailways during the period 1949-50?
The Miniateir cl State for Traxuport and Railways (Shri Santhanain): It is

presimied that the question relates to claims arising out of railway accidents. 
“The total number of clain)B arising out of accidents to passenger trains received 
during the calendar year 1949 by &e B.B. and C.I., M. and S.M. O.T. and E .l. 
Hailways and the number of such claims pending are as under:

(a) Injury to persons.—
(i) Number of claims received. 142
(ii) Number of claims pending. 88.

(b) Damage to property.—
(i) Numbei of claims received. 32
(i?) Number of claims pending. 23. i

Information for the complete financial yeor 1940-50 is not yet available, and 
therefore particulars relating to the calendar year 1949 have been given. It has 
ulso been assumed that the hon. Member while referring to M. S. Railway has 
the Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway in mind.

Seth Qovind Das: For how many days, Sir, are these claims pending and
when is it hoped that they would be disposed of?

Shil Santhanam: Previously the procedure was that these claims wore 
settled ])y negotiation between the parties and the Administrations, Now we 
tave passed a new law appointing Claims Commissioners, who are expected to 
^xpeflite the disposal of these claims very quickly.

Seth Ckyvtnd Das: May I know, Sir, for how long these claims have beea
peflQding? That is my question.



Shri Santhanam: There cannot be any particular period for all the claims. 
Some claims must be pending for a considerable time, and others must be 
pending for a short time.

Seth. Qovlnd la it not a fact that some claims are pending for some 
yeais now?

Shrl Santhanni; I would require notice for that question.
Shd Sidhva: May 1 know, out of the 142 cases which have been settled,* 

which is the individual case in which the largest amount was paid?
Shii Saatbanam: The other day I answered that the maximum is Bs. 10,000. 

I alFO answered that Rs. 5,600 and odd was paid.
Shii Sftdhva: Is it not a fact, Sir, that in the case of Bs. 10,000 tlie Bailway 

Board has to take a decision? I wanted to know in how many cased of private 
settlement, the maximum for which is Rs. 5,000, the largest amount was 
paid.

Shri Santhanam: Originally, the General Managers had power only up ta 
Ils. 5 000. That has been raised to Ks. 10,000 now.

Shrl Sidhva: May I know, Sir, since the maximum is now lis. 10,000, whe
ther the EaiJway Board has any jurisdiction?

Shrl Santhanam: The Railway Board has jurisdiction in the sense that the 
Genoial Managers may refer to it any particular case. But, the General 
Managers have got full powers to give up to Rs. 10,000.

Shri Sidhva: Has there been any change in the Railway Act?
Shil Santhanam: The Railway Act has not been changed in this respect,
Shrl Deshbondliu Gupta: Will the hon. Minister lay on the Table of the 

House a statement giving details of the claims which have been lying unsettled 
for more than one year?

Shri Santhanam: The hon. Member may put a separate question on the 
point.
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Shri Deslibandliu Gupta: May 1 know, Sir,..................
Mr, Speaker: I am going to the next question.
Shri Deshbandliu Gupta: On a point of order. Sir, may I know whether it is 

not open to a Member to suggest and for the hou.‘ Minister to accept notice of 
a question like this? Is it necessary that a separate question should bo put 
for this?

Mr. Speaker: I think it is not proper that an hon. Member should give 
notice of a question and immediately the hon. Minister should accept it. It 
practically nullifies the Speaker s office in looking into the admissibility of it. 
It is not permissible. Next question.

V' EIGHTS AND M bASUEES FOR A gBKJTTLTTOAL PRODTrCTfl

*1870. Shri Barman: (a) Will the Minister of Agriculture be pleased to state 
what are the principal weights and measures in India, used in marketing agri
cultural produces?

(b) Is any proposal under consideration for the introduotion of uniformity 
with regard to &ese weights and measures at an early date?



Tti9 Minister of Food and Agriculture (Shri Jaiiamdaa Doulatram): (aV
Tlicri* are two systems of weights: the Indian system of Tolas, Seers and 
Muunds, nn.d the AvoirdupoiR weights i.e., Pounds, Hundred-weights and Tons.

The measures used in different parts of the country are multitudinous. 
Paila h tho conmiou term used for measures in most parts of India, but its 
.capacity varies in different parts.

(b) The question of introducing uniform weights and measures was exa- 
uiined by a special Committee appointed by the Indian Standards Institution 
and its report is now under consideration by the Ministry of Industry and 
Supply.

Shri Barman: Is the hon. Minister aware that the same nomenclature, say, 
a manud, is composed of different measures as respects different agricultural 
commodities?

Sliri Jairamdas Doulatram: That is a fact. In Kanpur for instance, a maund 
is 41^ seers whereas in Bombay it is 28 pounds, that is 14 seers.

Shri Sidhva: What is the reply to part (b), Sir? I have not followed it.
Shxl Jairamdas Doulatram: (b) The question of introducing imiform weights 

and nioaKurt's was examined by a special Committee appoint-ed by the Indian 
Standards Institution and its report is now under consideration by the Ministry 
of Industry and Supply.

Sliri Barman: Is tho hon. Minister aware that due to this difference and 
diversity of measures and their nomenclature, agriculturists and other people 
are not able to ascertain the real wholesale prices of coinmodities?

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. He is giving information and trying to argue.
Shri Barman: Is it a fact that ui 39B9 the Central Legislature passed an Act 

prescribing units of standard weights for adoption throughout the Country and 
if so, what is the result thereof?

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: That is a fact. I said the whole question in 
viow of its complexities had to be reviewed by a very representative Committee 
which, I think, contained 30 persons representing various interests and the 
Governmt^nt. They have made a report and that is under consideration by 
the Ministry of Industry and Supply.

Maulvi Wajed All: May I know when a decision is expected to be reached 
on this report?

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: That will be a matter for the Ministry of Indus
try and Supply and depends on when they complete its consideration.

^6 I

^  ^  ^  t  ?

Seth Qovind Das: How long is it since that Committee has been function
ing and for how long past the Government have had its report before them7

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: I am afraid I have not got that information 
handy, I think the Committee was functioning in 1949. It reported in 1949.

Shn HanumMLthaiya: When was the report of the Comm’iftee submitted to 
Government and when was it received by the Ministry of Industry and Supply?
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Bhrl Jairamdas Doulatram: That cau be best answered by tbe Miuistry 
concerned, because the Indian Standards Institution is not functioning under 
che Ministry of Agriculture.

8hrl BamallnganL Ohettlar: What is the recommendation of the Committee? 
Are they in favour of legislation or not? .

Shrl jDiramdas Doulatraxn: The Committee is in favour of legislation.
They have made a programme for three stages, the three stages to be completed 
in 15 years.

Shri Kamath: Since 15th August 1947, have there been any prosecutions 
in the Centrally Administered Areas for the use of false weights and measures 
in bazaars and markets?

Shri Jairamdas Ooolaitiam: I think there n\ust have been some prosecu
tions; but I have not got the exact number. I  am prepared to supply the in* 
formation to the hon. Member.
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Oiani G. 8. Mnsaflr: Have the Government placed the contract for the 
■manufacture of these weights and measures with any one company exclusively?

Mr. Speaker: Have they given the contract to prepare these weights and 
measures to one person?

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: I do not think the Central Government does 
anything of the kind. The State Governments do all this. The State Govern
ments must be having their own arrangements for the preparation of these 
weights and measures. I am not in a position to answer this question.

Shri Tyagi: Does the Government keep any register of the various weights 
^f the same denomination?

Shri Jairamdas DouiLatram: I am afraid I have not followed the question.
Shri Tyagi: Have the Government maintained a register of the actual 

weight, varying from place to place, of the weights of the aame denomination?

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: I believe all that is being done by the State 
Governments. Even within one .State, there are divergences. In U. P. for ins
tance, in Hamidpur, a seer is equal to 92 tolas; in Gorakhpur it is 112 tolas. 
A jxiila in th.̂  C,. P. is equal to 40 totals; in Rajputnna it is 1600 +oUiR. The 
local Governments must be keeping some kind of record.

Mr. Speaker: Next question.

I mproved M btborolooical Sbrviob

•1377. Shri Sidhva: (a) Will the Minister of Oommunications be pleased to 
state whether it is a fact that a proposal for the introduction of improved 
meteorological service was considered at the first South East Asia Regional Air 
“Navigation Conference held in New Delhi in November, 1948?

(b) If so, has the new service been introduced in India?
(c) From which stations are these weather broadcasts mad© to the aircrafts 

on flight?



tlie Deputy Minister of OommuDlcations (Shii Shurshed Lai): (a) and (b). 
Yes.

(c) A list of stations which make hourly weather broadcasts for the bene
fit of aircrafts in flight is laid on the Table of the House. [See Apyendix F/., 
•cnnexwre No. 29].

Shri Sidhva: May I know whether under this Convention any dangerous 
weather pljenoinena are coniinunicated to the pilots while on flight?

Shii Khurshed Lai: Pilots are given all information about weather while 
^tbey are on flight, whether dangerous or otherwise.

Shrl SidlLva: My particular question is this: whether information about 
.dangerous ^^eather phenomena are communicated.

Shri Khurdied Led: I said that they are given all the information. That would
Include dr^ngerous phenomena also.

Shri Sidlnra: Under this arrangement?
Wt. Speaker: Yes, that is exactly what he has said. The. hon. Member 

tshould follow the reply.
Shri Sldhva: He is not definite. May I know in how many centres hourly 

ibroadoasts are made?
Shri Khiirflhed Lai: Thirty-two.
Shrl Sddhva: May I know in how many centres half-hourly broadcasts are

tinade? *
Shri Khuislied Lai: None.
Shri Sidliva: May I know whether any arrangement will be made to issue

If-hourly broadoasts?
Shri Khurshed Lai: It is not the intention to do so.
Shri Kamath: During the last twelve months, what approximately is the 

^percentage of cases in which these weather prophets have proved false?

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. Next question,

I ndo -Iranian -Pakistan  L ocusts Convention

♦1378. I>r. M. M. Das: (a) Will the Minister of Agriculture be pleased to 
stat(} when the Tndo-Iranian-Pakistan Locusts Convention came i:ito existence?

(b) WliHt was the agreed programme to fight the menace of loi-Msts?
The Minister of Food and Agriculture (Shrl Jairamdas Doulafram): (a) and

(b). The attention of the hon. Member is drawn to the reply ĵ i\en to Question 
No. 357 on 20th February, 1950.

Dr. M. M. Das: May I know whether this Convention hnw got a fund of 
its own?

Shrl Jairamdas Doulatram: I do not think they have got any separate fund 
•of their own. When anything has to be done, th^ States co operate and find 
the funds.

Dr. M. M. (Das: May I know whether any joint action by the parties to this 
Convention has been arranged or contemplated for fighting the coming locust 
menace of which the Government has warned some of our State Governments Z
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Stall Jairamdas Doul&train: Yes; wu have got an arrangement for mutual
exchange o£ fortnightly inforinatiou.

Dr. H. M. Das: I mean any active measures to fight this menace.
Shri Jalramdas Doulatram: That is the concern of each State Government.
Dr, M. M. Das: May I know if any steps are contemplated to be taken by 

our Government if this menace comes at all?
Shri Jatramdae Doulatram: We have made arrangements with the Statea 

concerned. We had recently a conference of specialists in Delhi, As a 
result of that, we have opened a training claas in Jodhpur. Administrative 
officers of the States concerned are also going to meet on the 15th of April.

Dt, M. M. Das: May I know what ptirticLilar measures will be taken to deal 
with this problem?

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: These methods have been describe.d in con
nection with a previous question. Early action will be taken according to 
thoSv‘ methods, such as the building of trenches, the spreading of poison, the
burning of bushes and such other action. These are technical matters which
are all being attended to.

Shri Kamath: After the conclusion of this tripartite anti-locust alliance  ̂
have any strategic measures been devised to halt the invasion of locusts in 
Iran and at worst in West Pakistan?

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: Necessary measures will be taken by the 
Governments concerned. Bo far as we are concerned we take measures in 
our own areas and we have done that. *

Shri Kamath: Is there any threat or fear of an invasion of locusts from the 
East. '

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: No, no invasion from the East.
Shri kamath: Is it the plan of the Government to vanquish the locusts 

finally in India?
Mr. Speaker: Order, order.
Shri Tyagi: What proportion of the total expenditure is incurred by India?
Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: It will not be possible to make an estimate, now, 

but the Department is spending about Ils. 5 lakhs.
Shri Tyagi: How nmch is the expenditure incurred by us, as compared to 

the total expenditure? Is the expenditure shared equally by all the three 
Governments ?

Shri Jairamdas DoiUatiram: It has to be shared by the Provincial Govern
ments and the Central Government.

Shri Tyagi: I wanted to know if the expenditure is shared equally by us, 
Pakistau and Iran. .

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: So far as \ve are concerned, we are dealing 
with the locust outbreak within our area and incur expenditure on the opera
tions that have to be taken by us. With regard to the outbreak in other coun
tries, obviously it is their duty.

Shri there not any joint arrangement?
Mr. Spsaker: Order, order. This question was exhaustively dealt witb 

last time. I remember the whole thing. Hon. Members may revise and re
collect the answers given then.
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R a il w a y s  B bttbrm bkt F und

•1379. Dr. M. M. Das: Will the Minister of Bailways be pleased to state:
(a) the amounts spent from the Railways Betterment Fund during the years 

1048-49 and 1949-60; and
(b) for what particular purposes, the money was spent?
The MUiMer ol State tor Ttanflport and Bailways (Shil Santhanam): (a)

During the year 1948-49, the amount spent from the Railway Betterment Fund 
AS then constituted was Rs. 233 lakhs. The actual amount spent in 1949-50 
from the Fund which had, with effect from this year, been restricted to works 
relating to paesenger amenities only cannot be made available until the 
4U5Counts for the year are closed. The figure of expenditure from the Fund as 
provided in the l^vised Estimates of the year is of the order of Rs. 175 lakhs, 

"The Fund will, however, receive a credit of about Rs. 206 lakhs due partly to 
write-back of expenditure on works other than passenger amenities in progress 
on 1st April, 1W9, and partly to the write-back of sums erroneously debited 

ix> the Fund previously.
(b) The purposes for which the amounts were spent in 1948-49 and 1949-50 

4u*e as follows: ,
1948-49—(i) Amenities for passengers, such as improvement to latrines 

and sanitary arrangements, water supply to passengers, provision 
for waiting halls, refreshment rooms, bathing facilities, improved

* lighting of station platforms and booking facilities, etc. In this
connection, att-ention of the hon. Member is also invited to the 
booklet “ TowfiU’ds Better Conditions of Travel”  (circulated with 
Budget paper?) detailing the amenities for passengers on individual 
railways.

(ii) Amenities for staff, including quarters for Class IV staff.
îii) TJnremunerative operating improvements costing not more than 

Rs. 8 lakhs.
1949-50—Amenities for passengers vide details given against (i) above.

•Mr. M, M. Das: Is it a fact that after the merger of th  ̂ Betterment Fund 
-with the Development Fund, the passenger amenities will suffer?

Shri Santbaaam: No, Sir. We are now providing a minimum of Rs. 8 crores 
^or the next five years.

Dr. 1C. M. Das: From the total expenditure from the Development Fund, 
ŵhHrt percentage- will be earmarked for passenger amenities?

Shri Santhanaan: Rs. 8 crores will be earmarked for passenger amenities
^lone.

Shri Sldhva: Will the extension of railway station office and the improve
ment of the milway yard, also be included? '

Shri Santhanam: Not the improvement to the yard. So far as stiition 
premises are conc'erned if it is purely a matter of passengers’ facilities, such 
iis expansion of the booking-oflice, or the third class waiting hall, that 
included among passenger amenities.

Shri Kcsava Eao: Tr it a fact that railway restaurants and hotels in towns
iwhere there is prohibition are serving drinks?

Shil Santhanam: Not in the railway premises.
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Pandtt ICaitia: May 1 enquire from the hon. Minister if elimination of un-
remunerative operations oome within better amenities to passengers?

8hri Saathaxuun: They were included in the Betterment Fund expenditure 
before 1948-49; but in accordance with the advice of the Central Advisory 
Council from 1st April, 1949, the fund was devoted exclusively to passenger 
amenities. But as the hon. Member knows, it has been merged into the 
Bettennent Fund out of which the passenger amenities programme is met.

^  (Passenger A m en ity ) ^  ^  *ITf¥?r ^

^  I  ?

Shri Bliatt: Does the item of ‘Passenger Amenities’ also include thê
expenditure on S.ocial Guides?

Slxri Saathazuun: The Passenger Amenities Programme is only a capital 
works* programme; it does not include ciirrent revenue expenditure.

Shri Sidhva: If improvement is made to the administrative offices, does it 
como in the ‘ amenities’ list?

Shri Santhanam: No.

L iquor-sbrviob in  R efrkshment R ooms and  R estaurant  Cars

*1380  ̂ Dr. M. M. Daa: Will the Minister of Railways be pleased to state:
(a) when the serving of alcoholic drinks in refreshment rooms aiul

rant cars on the railways was discontinued; and
(b) the financif.l loss the Railways had to suffer as a result theioof?
The WXiiBier oi State for Transport and Railways (Shri Santhanam): (a)

The sale of alcoholic drinks was discoiitinufd on the B.N. Railway from 1st 
September*, and on the S. I. Iiai!w?iy and the section of the M and S.M. Rail
way, lying within Madras Presidency, from 1st October, 1948. Elsewhere on 
Indian Government Railways, the sale of alcoholic drinks was discoi)tinned 
from 1st April, 1949.

(b) As catering on the Indian Govevnn)p»it Railways is to a large extent 
entrusted to contractors, no general question or flnanciiil loss to railways arises. 
There has been some, estimated at below Rs. 2 lakhs per annum, on the B.N. 
Railway, who run their restaurants, dining cars and the hotel at Puri depart
mentally. On the B.B. and C.I. Railway also, a small loss of about rupees-
two thousand per year is estimated in connexion with the refreshment rooms 
and buffet at Bombay Central Station, from which, in terms of an agreement, 
the railway is entitled to 30 per cent, of the net profits. •

Dr, M. M. Das: M«y I know, Sir, whether the serving and drinking of alco
holic drinks are allowed in trains?

Shri Santhanam: They are not served. But if a j)erson has got a private 
permit, I think he may drink in his own compartment.

Dr. M. M. Das: May I know, Sir, whether the same rule applies to compart
ments reserved for the Military?

Shri Santhanam: I do not know what rule the hon. Member is referring to.
Mr. Speaker: He means the rule about drinking with permits.
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Shri Santhaaam: Any person who has a permit can take his bottle along,
with him.

Dr. H. H. Dm : By ‘ ‘permit" does the hon. Minister mean “ permit*' to  
drink alcoholic liquor?

Shri Saathauam: If the area is one in which prohibition exists, he will have» 
to take a permit from the State Government. If it is in a free area, he^will 
act according to the law of the land. *

Br. K . M. Daa: What is the position regarding the ban on smoking in trains?"
Is that also under the active consideration of Government?

Shri Santhanam: Not so far as I know.,
Kanwar Jaswant Singh: Is the serving of sJcoholic drinks in railway res

taurants and refreshment rooms discontinued as a measure of prohibition or 
is it for some other reason?

Shri Santhanam: It is in conformity with the general national programme 
of prohibition.

Dr. Deahmukh; On how many railways is it still permissible to have alcoholic 
drinks?

Shri Santhanam: On none. ,
Shri Kaanath: Sir, is any research being carried on by Government to ascer

tain how far the ancicnt ''Soma Rasa'* was not alcjoholic w'ith a view to re-intro
ducing it among the...

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. Wo go to the next question.
R a il -R gad Co-ordination

*1381. Shri Blesava Rao: Will the Minister of TtanqxMrt be pleased to state 
whether there is any scheme before the Government for rail-road coordination?'

The Minister of Sitate for Transport and Railways (Shri Santhanam): The
policy of the Central Government in the matter of rail-road co-ordination was 
explained in reply to the hon. Member's Question No, 448 on the 24th Febru
ary, 1948. There has been no change from the policy stat-ed therein. In regard 
to important developments that have since taken place, attention is invited to 
the paragraphs relating to rail-road co-ordination and reorganisation of road 

transport in the Report of the Ministry of Transport for the year 1949-50 circu
lated to Members of Parlisimont.

Shri Kesaiva Rao: May I know w’hether along with the integration of the 
States’ Railways in the different States the road-rail schemes have also been 
taken up by the Government?

Shri Santhanam: Yes, Sir. We are attempting to co-ordinate them on the 
same lines as is done with the old Provinces.

Dr. Deshmukh: May I know if the discouragement to the construction of 
roads i)arallel to the railways has now been withdrawn?

Shri Santhanam: The road programmes come within the jurisdiction of the 
•State Governments, unless they are national highways. The Transport Minis
try is not constructing any new national highways but rather they are only 
improving the existing national highways by taking them over, building 
bridges and putting them generally on a proper standard. Therefore T do not 

think the hon. Member’s question arises.
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Dr. Beehmiikh: I am afraid my question has not been understood. Was it  
not) a fact that the Government of India pursued a policy of discouraging the 
construction of roads parallel to railways? Has that policy been altered, or 
Abandoned ?

Shri Santhanam; We were only discouraging unfair competition by motor 
transport on roads parallel to the railways.

. T im b e r  fb o m  Sou th  A n d a m a n s *

*1882. Sbri S. 0. Samanta: (a) Will the Minister of Agriculture be pleased to 
istate what is the system of disposal of timber from South Andamans?

(b) Does the system vary year by year?
(c) Hoiw much of the timber is utilised in India for industrial purposes and

how much goes abroad and in what form? "
The lOjiMer ot Food and Agriculture (Shri Jairamdae Doulatram): (a) For

the disposal of logs the system is that established buyers of long standing 
intimate their requirements to the Chief Conservator of Forests, Andamans 
who makes supplies at scheduled rates, subject to the quantities being avail

-able.
For the disposal of other timbers, the Government have their accredited,

agents at Calcutta and Madras. Timber is supplied to them at prices deter*
mined from time to time by the Chief Conservator of Forests, Andamans, on 
the basis of the quotations obtained from these agents and with reference to 
scheduled rates. The distribution to different parties is done by the agents.

(b) No. •
(c) The following quantities of timbers have been utilised by Indian Indus

tries during the period from April, 1949 to January, 1950:
Tons

(i) Logs 22,404
(ii) Squares 2,538
(iii) Scantlings 5,152

This includes 1,146 tons Squares and 107 tons of sleepers supplied to "Rail-
H.

Ko timber was exported abroad during this period.
Shri S. 0. Samanta: What was tlie estimated production of timber from 

^outh Andamans in 1949-50 and what was the gross income from it?
Shri Jalramdas Doulatram: The anticipated outturn of Andamans timber 

ior 1950-51 is as follows:
Matchwood 24,000 logs
Plywood 12,000 ,,
Hard woods 14,500

Shri S. 0. Samanta: Has the process of employing modern machinery for
-the manufacture of plywood been started?

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: Not yet. The South Andamans are being 
^»xploited departmentally.

Shri M. A. Ayyangar: May I know if any final decision has been arrived at 
bv the Government as to whether the exploitation of the Andamans forests 
should be done departmentally or be given to contractors?
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Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: The exploitation of the Korth Andamans tp
which tile hon. Member is referring is now proposed to b© done on contract 
hemia by inviting tenders. The matter is under reference to the Standing 
finance Committee. At first the Standing Finance Committee referred it 
back to the Ministry to see if departmental exploitation would not be much 
better than giving it under contract. We found that departmental exploitation 
would involve an investment of about one crore of rupees and after the sixth 
year half a crore more eveiy year resulting in a profit of only Rs. 20 to 25 lakhs. 
This meant the investment of ai very heavy amount which it was not possible 
to provide at present. It was thought better to allow the investment to be 
done by an individual, by inviting tenders and giving the contract to the 
person whose tender may be the best and whose other terms were satisfactoiy. 
The matter is under reference now to the Standing Finance Committee.

Shrl Bidliva: It was contemplated that the contract was to be given to one 
firm and the matter was under discussion in this House. Subsequently the 
hon. Minister held it over. What has become of that contract? Is it to be 
giveu to that particular firm to which he has made a reference?

Shri Jairamdas Daulatiram; I am afraid the hon. Member is not stating the
facts as they are. There was no intention to give it to one contractor. There 
v/as a proposal to have a kind of corporation in which a number of contractors 
were to be shareholders.

As I said the question of departmental exploitation involved immediately 
“the investment of one crore of rupees and after the sixth year a continuous in
vestment of half a crore every year. It was found that the finance would not be 
avnilable. We have therefore put the other proposal before the Standing Finance 
Committee, in which Government has not to invest anything but will be able to 
secure a profit of 20 or 25 lakhs.

Shrl Jhun]liimwala: Is it a fact that the Government instead of inviting 
tenders from all are carrying on negotiations with a particular contractor?

Shri Jaixamdaa Doulatram: One of the contractors who has had experience 
in Burma has aJso tendered but we have invited tenders from every body.

Shrl ^ a g i: Is it a fact that there are forests in the Andamans which are 
virgin and have never been exploited so far? Is there any scheme about the 
'exploitation of these forests?

Shrl Jairaxndae Doulatram: The proposaJs which are to come before the 
Standing Finance Committee deal with it.

Shrl lyagd: Is it a fact that there is timber enough for the manufacture of 
te.i chests in the Andamans?

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: We do provide a large quantity of timber for tea
ĉhests every year.

Rail Link between Pathankot and Jammu

**'1383. Shri Baigra: Will the Minister of EaUways be pleased to state:
(a) whether the proposal to have a rail link from Pathankot to Jammu in 

Kashmir State has been considered by the Government; and
(b) if so, whether the Government propose to undertake the construction 

o f the railway line during the next financial year?
The Kinltfter of Traiupofft and Baawayt (Sllul €h>palaflwami): (a) Yes.
(b) It is not proposed to undertake the construction of the railway during

i950-61.
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Shri RathiiaswAmy: What is the estimated oost of tbi» rail link?
Sim Qopalaawami: We have not made any re ^ a r  survey or estimated thd

oost blit taking merely the length into consideration it is about 65 miles and 
it may cost approximately about 6  ̂ crores.

Shri BathnaBVamy: When is the scheme likely to be taken up?
Shri Gop&laswami: As soon as conditions settle down we might think of

undertaking a survey.
Shri M. A. Ayyaogar: May I know if the scheme will be a self-suflacient 

and a paying one or will it be for strategic purposes and will have to be paid 
for from general revenues?

Shri OopaJUMBWami: It is difficult to say until we have made a traffic survey 
of the line and got a more reliable estimate of the oost. I  am speaking merely 
from a judgment of what I know about the likelihood of traffic on that parti
cular line, I think it is bound to yield a certain minimum return.

Sbri SoQttvane: Is it proposed to allot some funds for this purpose from the
1951-52 Budget?

Sbri GopalaBWami: It is too early for me to say.
SJuti SidlLva: Have Government any proposal for a rope railway from 

Jammu to Srinagar?
Shri Gkpalaswaial: No, not at present.

'Grow  Mobb F ood ’ Campaign

*1884. Shri Alexander: (a) Will the Minister of A^calture be pleased to 
state the amount of money allotted for 1950 under the ‘Grow More Food* Cam
paign under the head of ‘ loans and grants’ ?

(b) What amount does Travancore-Coohin get under (i) grant; and (ii> 
loan?

(c) What are the conditions of repayment of loans and to what purpoaea 
are they granted?

The m oU ter of rood and Agriculture (Sbri Jairamdaa DouUutram): (a) The
amount of money provided by the Government of India for the ‘Grow More 
Food’ Campaign including ‘loans’ and ‘grants’, is'Ks. 15 crores for the financial 
year 1949-50 and a similar amount for financial year 1950-61.

(b) A grant of Bs. 32,24,700 has been sanctioned to the State of Travancore- 
Cochin in respect of the 'Grow More Food’ schemes proposed by the State 
Govemment for 1949-50. The question of sanctioning a loan of Rs. 50 lakhs 
for ‘Grow More Food’ schemes is under the consideration of the Govemment 
of India. During 1950-51, the amount of grant and loan to be sanctioned for 
the .S+Ate of Travancore-Coohin will depend upon the number of schemes pro
posed by the State Government and approved by the Govemment of India.

(e) The loans are granted for financing capital expenditure and the remunera
tive portion of 'Grow More Food’ schemes and also for advancing Taccatn loans 
to agriculturists for their private ‘ Grow More Food’ schemes, such as well- 
sinking, bunding, etc. The rate of interest depends on the period for whicb 
the loan is taken and the conditions prevailing in the money market.

Shri Alexander: Is any grant or loan provided to encourage this tapioca 
research scheme being conducted in Travancore-Cochin ?
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Sim JaJramdas Doulatnun: As I said, the schemes are prepared by the 
State GovemmentB, and if the schenies include one for production of tapioca it 
would receive a grant.

^  CJif o o I TT9RVFT ^  I ^  ^ ?

Stall X . L. Vanna: How much loan and grant have been given to Rajasthan?
Stall Jairaj&4M DouUtram: Assam received a loan of Bs. 8,25,000 and a 

Ijrant of Rs. 21,97,000.
Start M. L- Varma: For Rajasthan?
Star! Jairamdaa Doulatram: 1 am sorry I have not got the figure for 

Rajasthan.
Start E. V^TUdtaw: May I know whether the Travancore-Cochin Union owe* 

any sum to the Centra) Government by way of loan? Because the other day 
Mr. Tyagi mentioned . . . ,

Hr. Speaker: Order, order. He need not give the reason. He may ask 
ihe question.

Start &. Velayudtaan: Yes, Sir. May J know whether that S-tute Union 
owes to Government^ about Rs. 5 r.rores?

Start Jaiaraandae Doulatram: The Tmvancore-Cochin (iovernment owes money 
:to the Government of India, I believe, in regard to purchase of foodstuffs.

Mr. Speaker: What is the amount?
Stari Jadramdaa Doulatram: 1 would not be able to state the exact amount 

3but it would run into some crores.

%S ^  : fJIT f  ?r jftT " ly  # 1 ^  V  a fk  >Tt^ ^

a r f ^  arftnp ^  «p ^  aftT
3rr# ^  f  ?

Seth Ctovind Das: Are the production of more milk and ghee included in 
the items for which ‘Grow-More-Food’ loans and grants are to be made?

Stari Jadramdas Doulatram: Ghee is not included iu the items for which we
give these "Grow-More-Food" grants.

Start Ttank Anthony: When these loans are made, are they related to any 
reclamation targets set by tihe Staties, and if so, what steps do the Central 
•Government take to see that these loans are properly spent and reclamation 
t̂argets achieved?

Start Jalramdas Doulatram: As I said, we have improved the machinery for 
continuous contacts with the State Governments, and we have got our repre- 
sentutives also who are touring in the area.

Start H. A. Ayyangar: May 1 enquire from the hon. Minister whether pro- 
Tision of grants or subsidies for the manufacture of fertilizers is also a part of 
the “ Grow More Food” campaign?

Start Jairamdae Doula/tiam: I do not think it is included. We usually give 
grants for the production of cereals and tapioca, that is those items of food 
which enable us to stop the import of cereals from outside. ,
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Shri M. A. AyyBngar: May I know whether the hon. Minister is taking any 
•teps to subsidise the fertilizer factory in Travanoore-Cochin?

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: I think the Goyemment of India have given some 
advance to the Travancore-Gochin fertilizer factory.

Oh. Ranbir Singh: What steps do Crovenmient propose to take to see thati 
the agricultural waste lands are brought under cultivation in the various States?

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: We are asking the S.tate Governments who 
have directly to deal with such lands within their jurisdiction, to pass legis
lation, and take other executive action to see that all the land which can be 
put under cultivation is done so.

^  T n  qTUT «TT I f  SfrSfSTT

5 fiff rr jftT ^  f w  w
^ I ‘tmi ?T*n9r ^ ?

S»th Gk>vlnd Itas: I was not able to gathei- complete answer. I want to 
know the reason why milk and gji^e are not included in the items constituting 
the “ Grow More Food”  Campaign.

Shri Jairamdas Doulatram: I explained that the “ Grow More Food” pro
gramme is in the context of stopping imports of food grains from outside. We 
are at present importing cereals, therefore we are producing that food whioh 
enables us to make substitutes available in place of imported cereals. Ghee is 
not such a substitute.

Shri Alexander: May I know whether jute cultivation in paddy-growing 
areas, planned in Trnvancore-Cochin will not hamper the production of food?

Shil Jairamdas Doulatram: Wherever we require any State Government to 
produce more of jut-e, and tliat increased jjroduction is at the cost of the area 
under foodcrops, we will "ive additional assistance to that area in regard to food.

R ail Len'k  betw een  K ollenoode and  Tbiohur

*1885* Shri Lakshmanan: (a) Will the Minister of B&ilwaj^ be pleased to 
state whether there was a proposal to connect Kollencode with Trichur by 
rail? ‘

(b) If so, has any siu*vey been conducted in that behalf?
(c) When do Government propose to carry out the scheme?
The Minister ot Transport and Railways (Shri Oopaiaswaml): {a) and (b>!|

The reply is in the affirmative.
(c) There is no proposal to carry out the scheme at present. The project, 

was considered by the Central Board of Transport and they recommended thali 
it should be dropped.

Shri Lakshmanan: May 1 know whether Government intends to re-examine 
the matter?

Shri GK>palaswami: At present I am afraid there is no provocation extended 
to them , for re-examining the matter.

Shri R. Velasrudhan: How much money is required for this scheme if it la 
lakeuup?
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Mr. 4p«aker: That question will be probleniatioal at this stage.
Sbrl B. VeUtyudhan: The scheme has been examined and a survey made. 

So, may I know the total estimate of cost of this scheme?
Mr. Speaker: It is iui estimate of the thing in case it is reconsidered. That. 

is why it is problematical.
Sliri Baimftllngam Ohettiar: Is there any proposal to have a metre gauge* 

line to Cochin Harbour?
Shri GopAlaBwaxni: We have got a broad gauge line already. There is nof 

idea of convei*ting it into metre gauge or having a metre gauge rail in between.
Shri Baxnalingam Ohettiar: Having a metre gauge so as to connect the Easit 

Coast with Cochin Harbour?
Shri Gopalaswami: There is no such proposal at present.

D amodar V alley  Project

♦1386. Shri Lakshmanan: (a) WiU the Minister of Works, Mines and Power-
be pleased to Bt/ate what is the total estimate for the Damodar Valley Project?

(b) How much money has been spent on the scheme till 1st January. 
1950?

(c) What is the extent of land that could be irrigated by the scheme?
(d) What is the total quantity of hydroelectric power that could be avail

able fiom the project?
The Minli^r of Works, Mines and Power (Shri Gadgil): (a) According to the 

present estimates the totjil expenditure for the Damodar Valley Project is 
El\ 68 crores. This estimate is subject to variation as a result of further 
detailed project studies, devaluation and fluctuations in prices.

(b) Rs. 4,86,24,899.
(c) One Million acrom approximately.
(d) 200,(XX) K.W. approxinmtely.
Shari Lakdunanan; What is the annual additional income that the culti

vators are expected to derive by this project?
Shri OadgQ: That will depend upon the prices prevailing then.
Shri A. O. Gkuha: Can the Government give any idea as to what would be

the total cost of this project? It is stated that it would be Rs. 68 crores-
subject to valuations......

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. I think a large number of questions have been 
put on the Damodar Valley Scheme, and the hon. Minister has given explana
tion a number of times.

Shri A. 0. Guha: I want to know wlmt may be the approximate cost.
Mr. Speaker; Order, order.
Shrimati Velayudhan: May I know whether there is a proposal for some 

Members of this House to visit the Damodar Valley site?
Shri OadgU: If the hou. Members of this House want to see the i>roject 

they are always welcome.
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Mr. Speakwr: The point of the question was about seeing tlie project, not 
in the Secretariat office with maps and all that but going to and seeing the site.

Bhrl Oadgil: Anybody can go, Sir. I  am sure m y colleague here will provide 
. ample facilities for travel.

SJiri EUunath: Is it a fact that owing to tlie recent heavy down-pour, one 
or two dams have been badly damaged resulting in loss to the extent of several 
Iftkhs of rupees?

Shrl Qadgil: I t  is entirelv untrue. The extent of damage is just about 
H b. 7,000.

Oh. Eantair Slngli: Is it a fact that the speed of work has been slowed down 
due to la^k of finances?

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. This question also has been put and answered 
 ̂previously.

Shrl KiBharlmahMi Tripatlii: Are Governm ent satisfied that there exist or 
there shall come into existence, sufficient industries round about this project 
to consume the electrical energy generated?

Sbri aadgll: T hat was one of the assumj^tions made when this project was 
accepted.

Shrl Lakshmanan: Is it a fact that the construction and equipm ent of the 
power station has been entrusted to a foreign firm, and if so, what is the amount 
of the contract?

Kr. Speaker: Order, order. This question also has been put previously.

Pandit Haitra: H as there been any material structural dam age?

a ts i €kul|U: N ot at all.

Shri Seeing the ])resent position of Governm ent with regard to ways
and m eans, m ay I know how long Government expects to take to complete 

'th is schem e?

Shri Gadgil: That was also answered. Sir.

Mr. Speaker: Y es, that was also answered a number of tim es.

i l3 0 0  pa rlia m e n ta b v  d e b a tb s  [4 th  A p r . lO.in

W K IT T E N  A N S W E R S  TO Q U E S T IO N S

F oobgba in s f o b  M y SOBS)

' HW l. Shrl l̂immaî pa Qewda: W ill the Minister of Food be pleased to 
istate*

(a ) the quantity of foodgrains required by the State of Mjysore in the years
1949 and 1960 to make up the deficit in the requirements of the S tate?

(b ) the actual allocation of foodgrains made from the Centre to  the State  
in 1949 and 1960;

(c) the rationed quantity per head per day in M ysore State and in other 
‘ States of the Union both in urban and rural areae; and



(d ) whether the Government of M vsore have expressed the opinion that 
the quota alloitted to them  is very madequate to m aintain their present scale 
of rations?

The XttLlBter of Tood and Agriculture (Shri Jairamdas Doulatram): (a) to
(o). Two statem ents are placed on the Table of the Housq. [See Appendix 
V I, annexure No. 3 0 ].

(d) Yes. The Government of Mysore have asked the Centre to increase 
the quota for Mysore for the year 1950 from 75 to 127 thousand tons.

Intbbnational  Commission on Isbigation  and  Canals

nS38. Prof. 8. K. lOflhra: Ta) W ill the Minister of Works, Mines and.
Power be pleased to state whether Government have mooted any proposal for 
setting up an International Commission on Irrigation and Canals?

(b ) I f  so, how m any countries have supported the proposal?

(o) W h a t will be the functions of the Com m ission?

Tbe MixUater of Worm, IQnes and Power (Sbri Oadgfl): (a) Y es. Som e 
time ago the Governm ent of India invited the cooperation of other countries 
of the world to set up an International Commission on Irrigation and Canals.

(b) E leven countries which include some with large irrigation interests have 
already agreed to co-operate. Favourable replies are expected from m any  
others.

(c) The Commission will encourage progress at the international level in  
the design, construction, maintenance and operation of large and sm all in’iga- 
tion works and irrigation practice, technique and research in general.

WRITTBK ANSWERS 1991

Passbnohb Ambnitims on R ailw ays

*1889. Sardftr Hukam Singh: W ill the Minister of Bgilways be pleased to  
state what item s are covered by the phrase “ Passenger A m enities’ *?

The Kinister ol Transport and Hallways (Shri OopalaswanU); Pre<^umably 
the hon. M em ber is referring to the expression “ passenger am enities”  in 
relation to the Betterm ent (now included in the Developm ent) Fund, These 
cover only works of a capital nature and an up-to-date list is placed on the 
Table of the H ouse. |See Appendix VI, m nexure No. 31],.

Gram , Ba r l b y , Millet and  Majzb

*1890. Oh. Mukhtiar Singh: W ill the Minister of Food be pleased to state 
the average annual yield of grum, barley, millet and m aize in the following 
states (i) Punjab; (ii) U ttar Pradesh; and (iii) B ihar? '

(b ) W h a t ai*e the quantities of the above grains procured annually in the 
States mentioned in part (a) above?

The Minister of Tood and Agriculture (Shri jadramdas Doulaitram): (a) and
(b). Two statiements giving the available information are laid on the Table of the- 
H ouse. fSee Appendix 17, annexure No. 3 2 ] . '



V illage Ghanis

*1391, Shri Kannamwar: W ill the Minister of Agriculture be pleased to 
iBtate what steps Government propose to take in giving protection to non- 

. m achine oil pressing imluetr^?, i.e., to village w w den  Ghanis?

The Mlniflter of 7ood and Agriculture (Shri Jairamdas Doul&tram): Govern
m ent will consider the proposals of the India)i Central Oilseeds Com m ittee in 
regard to this matter. These proposals are being formulated by the C om 
m ittee in consultation with the State Governments.

Sbmolina

•1892. Shri ObalduUah: (a) W ill the Minister of Food be pleased to state  
whether it is a fact that semolina did not originally form part of the daily food  
for South Indians?

(b ) W h a t is the present stock of semolina in the Madras State?

(c ) Since how m any years has semolina been kept in godowns?

(d ) H as the condition of the stock deteriorated and is it unfit for hum an  
-consum ption?

(e) Are the people forced to take the stuff and pay for it?

The Miniater oA Food and Agriculture (Shiri Jairamdas Doulatram): As inti
m ated by the Madras Goveiiim em  the position is as under:

(a) Semolina or Ravai or Sooji was used in South India during the control 
days by the middle classes aud catering estHblishments.

(b) 8521 tons on 11th March, 19j O.

(c) Out of 3521 tons on hand there are about 100 tons which are six m onths 
old. The rest of the stocks relate to the fresh arrivals received from Calcutta  
since last month.

(d) The condition of about 100 tons of old stocks is not good. The stocks 
are being cleaned at the cost of Government before issue to the consumers.

(e) Semolina is being issued to cardholders at two ozs. per adult against the 
•overall ration of 12 ozs., the option being left to the cardholders to take it or not. 
'W ith  regard to Establishm ents and institutions Semolina is being issued in cer
tain fixed proportion to their quota.

Quabtbbs  fob Govbbnment E mployees in  V in a y  N aoab

*1393. Shri Obaidullah: W ill the ISIinister of Works, Mines and Power be
pleased to state:

(a) the number out of the 656 quarters allotted to Government Re:*vants 
in Vinay Nagar, New Delhi which are not occupied and whether it is due to 

the fact that those houses are not given electric connection;

(b) whether it is a fact that the roads there are also not electrified; and

(c) if so, when the roads and the quarters will be given electric connection?

The Minister of Works, Mines and Power (Shri GadgU): (a) Out of 516 quar- 
■rters allotted so far to Government servants in Vinay Nagar, 101 quarters hava
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not yet been occupied. G ovenim ent are not aware if non-occupation of these 
101 quarters is due only to the fact that these houses have no electric connection,

(b) No. E xcept the m ain approach road from the Qutab Boad to this Colony 
on which the work is in progress, all the roads in the colony have electric lights.

(c) Electric connection to the quarters m ay take three to six m onths, depen
ding on the delivery of Sub-Station plant and equipm ent, and availability o f  
power in this area. Eltjctrification of the main approach road to the Colony  
will be done shortly on completion of the work thereon.

Allotment or Government Quarters

*ld94. Shri Obaidullali: W ill the Minister of Works, Mines and Power be
pleased to state;

(a) when Government quarters will be allotted to Government servants 
under th<3 revised rules;

(b) how many* applications have been received under each category;

(e) how m any quarters are actually vacant at present and how m any  
will be vacant under each category for allotm ent;

(d) how m any of the new quarters under construction are under each  
group; and

(e) whether the Government quarters in unauthorised occupation of dis
placed persons will also be taken possession of by Government and re-allotted  
to Government servants and if so, w hen?

The ICinister of  Works, Mines ajod Power (Shri OadgU): (a) The allotm ent o f  
Governm ent quarters under the revised rules will commence by the middle o f  
this month.

(b) to (d) . A  statem ent containing the required information is placed on the 
Tabl« of the House,. [See A pfendix VI, annexure No, 8 8 ].

(e) The m atter is under consideration. Certain categories of refugees in  
unauthorised occupation are due for immediate eviction. 'A  copy of the Press 
Note issued on the point is placed on the Table of the H ouse. [See Appendix: 
VI, annexure No. 8 4 ].

Gold R ecovery  Plant near  H uthi Min es , H yderabad

^189S. Shri Sanjivayya: W ill the Minister of Works, Mines and Power be
pleased to state whether Government of India propose to install a gold recovery 
plant near the H uthi Mines in Hyderabad?

The Minister of Works, Mines and Power (Shri Oadgil): No, the Govern
m ent of India have no such proposal under consideration. I t  is possible how
ever that a local mining concern or the Hyderabad State m ay have this under 
consideration.

N ational H ig h w a y  in  Travancore-Coohin

*1396. Shri Ijryunni: W ill the Minister of Transport be pleased to state;

(a) the length of the National H ighw ay in Travancore-Cochin;

(b) the Mniount spent for its maintenance and improvement in the yeiur
1949-50; and * ‘
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(o) what is the am ount that G overnm ent propose to spend on it for the  
je a r  1950-51? ^

The Minister of State for Tranaport and Railways (Sbri Santhanam): (â  The
Centre have assumed financial responsibility from  the 1st of April, 1950, for 
about seventy-six niiles of road provisionally designated in the State as N ation
a l Highways.

(b) No information on this is available. The Centre had no financial res
ponsibility for these roads in 1949-50.

(c) The am ount has not yet been fixed but it m ay be in the neighbourhood 
•of Rupe'js one and half lakhs.

R a t b s  of Prooubbment of R iob

*1397. Shri Kabudiram Mahata: W ill the Minister of Food be pleased to  
lay on tlie Table of the H ouse a statem ent showing the different rates at which  

has been procured in 1949-50 by various State Governments and also 
correfeponding wholesale supply rates?

The Minister of Food and Agriculture (Shri Jairamdas Doulatram): A state-
iiient is laid on the Table of the H ouse. [See Appendix VI, annexuro No. 3 5 ] .

R a il w a y  L in k  betw een  Path avkan d i and  D harm anagab

’*'1393. Shii Sanjivayya: (a) W ill the Minister of Railways be pleased to  
:State whether there is any proposal to connect Pathavkandi station on the  
\ssam  Railway with Dharmanagar in Tripura State by a railway line?

b) I f  so, what is the purpose of such a litik?

(c) W h a t is the probable cost involved?

The Minister of Trftxuport and Railways (Shri Oop^aswami): (a) The Central
Board of Transport have approved of traffic and engineering surveys for the  
e^'tension of the Karhnganj-Kalkalighat branch of the Assam  Railway to  
’’^jinrainnagar in Tripura State being undertaken through the agency of the  
-f\dKam Railway. The survey is in hand.

(b) The line is intended to coimect the Tripura State by rail with the Indian  
Dominion and to help in the m ovem ent of essential supplies to the State.

(c) The estimated cost of construction will be available after the survey has 
loeen completed.

Production o f  C otton  in P E P SU

nS99. Kaka Bhagwant Roy: (a) W ill the Minister of Agriculture be
pleased to state what is the total production of cotton in the years 1948-1949  
and 1949-50 in P E P S U ?

(b) W hnt are the different varieties oi cotton produced in P E P S U ?

The Mini0t^ of food and Agriculture (ShA Jafaamdas D o #i^ m ): (a) The
production of cotton during the year 1948-49 was 5 4 ,000  bales and in 1949-50  
ft is estim ated to be 69 ,000  bales.
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(b) Thece are: ^
Short Staple—

(1) Desi Cotton.
(2) C. 520.
(8) M-39.

Long Staple—
(4) L.S.S. American Punjab Variety.
(5) 289-F.
(6) 199-F.

* CtTEEBNT Fallow  Lands

*̂ 1400. Sliri M. V. Bama Rao: Will the Minister of Africulture be pleasecl 
to refer to th  ̂ answers given to supplementarieB to Starred Question No. 1045 
on 22nd Miiroh, 1950 regarding cultivable land in the country and state:

(a) the regional break-up of 50*9 fnillion acres of current fallows;
(b) the extent of irrigated land under current fallows;
(c) the details relating to 88'6 million acres of cultivable land wliich are 

not under cultivation and do not come under current fallows;
(d) the area of land out of these 88-6 million acres which can be irrigated 

by Projects which are now in progress* and
(e) the area of land out of the said 88-6 million acres which is bein̂ r used 

as grazing or pasture land for cattle and sheep?

The Mlniitiir of Food and Agxiculture (Shrl Jairamdas Doaiatram): (a) to (e). 
The information is being collected from the States and will be placed on the 
Table.of the House as soon as it is received.

W ateb  R bsbbvoirs in  E. I. R ail w ay

•1401. shii iamraj Jal^ate: (a) Will the Minister of ftaUways be pleased 
to state the number of large water reservoirs that are being used for storage of 
water for loco, purposes in E.I. Railway?

(b) Are they being used for any other purpose?

The MiniBter of TranqKkrt and Railways (Shri Oopalaswaml): (a) About 00.
(b) Yes; in some localities these tanks are placed under local Institutesr 

Station Committees or Railway Clubs for angling.

E xtension  of R a il w a y  L ine (Chhota U dbpub— K uksi)

"̂ 1402. Shri P. T. Itunshi: Will the Minister of Railways be pleased to state:
(a) whether it is a fact that preliminary survey has been made with a view 

to extenrl the Railway line from Chhota Udepur (in Bombay State) to Kuksi, a 
station on the borders of Madhya Pradesh; and

(b) how much time will be taken up in completing the proposed construofcioa 
and what will be the total expenses?
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The Minister of TranBport and RaUways (Shri Oopalaawami): (a) In 1932,
the Government of India approved of the traffic and engineering reconnaissance 
surveys being carried out by the Baroda Durbar at their own cost, on the 
clear understanding that the Government of India gave no guarantee that assent 
would be granted ultimately to the construction of the line. It is understood 
that survey was canied out by the late G. B. S. Bail way 17 years ago.

(b) As the survey reports are not available, the Government are not in a 
position to furnish the information.

1306 pa r l ia m b n ta e y  dbbatbs [4th A p r .

Peoduotion  of Cotton and  J ute  in  A ssam

*1403. Shrl M. Hazaiflca: Will the Minister of Agriculiture be pleased to 
«tate:

(a) whether any steps have been token for the production of long staple 
<5ottoii in the State of Assam, if so, what those steps are; and

(b) whether any steps have been taken to increase the cultivation of jute 
in Assjin and to improve its quality?

Tlie Minister of Tood and Agriculture (Shri Jalramdas Doulatram): (a) Ex
periments and trials on a variety of long staple cotton are being conducted in 
Assam, but no satisfactory results have been arrived at as yet.

(b) Yes. Discussions have taken place witt the Assam Government for 
increasing the cultivation of jute and a scheme for the purpose has been worked 
out. r ,j

M ustabd  Oil

^1404. Shrl Balmiki: Will the Minister of Agriculture be pleased to state;
(a) the consumption of mustard oil during the year 1948-49; and
(b) what steps are being taken to stop adulteration of mustard oil?
The Minister of Food and Agriculture (Shri Jairamdas Doulatram): (a) Sepa

rate f t̂atistics of consumption of mustard oil have not been collected. The 
tentative estimate of the production of rape and mustard seed during 1948-49 
was 7,26,000 tons. Out of this 6,76,000 tons were available for internal con- 
emnption after making allowance for seed, domestic use et<5.

(b) The State Governments are dealing with adultenition of food-stuflfs and 
the following steps have been taken by them:

(i) Extended facilities have been provided by the State Governments con
cerned for testing of mustard oil free of charge by stationary and mobile cen
tres. Sanitary Inspectors have been trained and deputed to carry out these 
te«ts.

(ii) Incriminating stocks of oil wherever found are being seized and des
troyed.

(m) Import of white oil h 8̂ been banned by the Government.
(iv) The Governriient of Uttar Pradesh hâ  declared argemone as poison 

tinder the Poison Act and has directed that offenders should be prosecuted 
lender the Act.

(v) The growers of mustard seed have been asked to take special care to 
-weed out argemone seed.



A iBOBAFT FITBOHASXD BY B dBMA VBOM I n OIA'

8hri If. V. Rama Bao: W ill the Mmister of Oommanioatloni be
pleased to state:

(a) the uumber of aircraft purchased by the Government of Burma from  
India during the current year, together with the description and tjie purobaae 
price; and

(b) whether the Government of India had no use for these aircraft?
Tbo Deputy Kinlirter of OommunloatioDs (Shtl Xluundied Lai): The quesidoa

•will be answered by the hon. Minister for Industry and Supply on the 11th 
April, 1950.

Goal and  F u xl  EooNomr Committxk

164. Shri Haasey: (a) Will the Minister of Bailways be pleased to plaoe on 
the Table of the House copies of the minutes of the Fuel Economy Committee 
Meetings held since 1044 up-to date?
 ̂ (b) Will Government place on the Table of the House a statement contain*

ing the following information:
(i) the personnel of the Fuel Economy Committee in 1944 and subse

quent changes upto date;
(ii) the details of the Fuel Organisation on each railway with coBts;
(iii) the detailed instructions issued with regard to the Trip Eationing

System;
{iv) the Railways which have introduced the trip Eationing System and 

the date from which full rationing has been introduced; and
(v) the total quantity of coal actually received in coal depots by rail

ways in the following form?
For the year 1947-48
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Elys.
Opening 

Balance on 1st 
Apr. 1947

Coal despatched from 
Oollienes prior to 

1st Apr. and received 
in coal depots after 

lit Aprfi 1947

Goal despatched and 
reed, durinff the 
period 1st Apr. to 
31st March 1947.48

Closing 
Balance 

on 31st Mwrch 
1946

Tone Rs. Tons Rs.

11
For the year 1948-49

Rlys.
Opening Balan
ce on 1st Apr. 

1948

Coal despatched from 
Collieries prior to 1st 
April and received in 
coal depots after 1st 
April 1948

Coal despatched 
and reod. durina 
the period 1st 

Apr. to 31st March 
1948.49

Closing Balance 
on 31st 
March 1949

Tons Rs. Tons Rs.



The lOniBiflr of fitlMe fdr Ifiteillport ai61 RaU^ayi (8hri Baiiliiuam): (a) It
not certam which Fuel Economy Committee is referred to by the bon. Member. 
If he is referring to Fuel Economy Committees on Railways it is pointed out that
their minutes are departmental documents and are intended for ofBoiaL use only.

(b) It is regretted that the information is not readily available and the
time and labour involved in collecting it will not be commensurate with its
utility.

FOB CAÎ JUTTi. TBLXPH0N1& Dil^TBICI

165. Shxl Mjumj: Will the Minister of Oommnnleations be pleaded to lay
on the Table of the House a statement containing the following information in
respect of Calcutta Telephone District as i*egards telephones, switch-boarda
and other e^diange faciltt^s installed under the Old Scheme durhig th  ̂ period
1947-48, 1948-49 and 1949-50:

(i) the number of telephones installed to new subscribers;
(ii) the number of private exchanges, larger than 2 plus 4 and private

exchanges 2 plus 4 and smaller installed to old subscribers;
(iii) the number of private exchanges larger than 2 plus 4 and private

exchanges smaller than 2 plus 4 installed to new subscribers: ar>d
(iv) the number of plug connections installed to old and new subscribers?

Tbe Deputy MUnisteir of Oommttnication« (Shii Khuiflhed Lai): A statement
giving the required information is laid on the Table of the House. [See Appendix 
VI, annexure No. yO].

T ractors for n o n -dbltaio D istricts in  Madras

156. Shii Obaidullah: Will the Minister of Agriculture be pleased to 
state:

(a) whether it is a fact that representations have been made to the Govern
ment of India about the difficulty of getting tractors in the non-deltaic dis
tricts like South and North Arcot in Madras State; and

(b) how many small tractors, say, 6 to 10 B.H.P. have been supplied to 
these two districts?

The Minister ol Tood and Agriculture (Shri Jairamdas Doulatram): (a) No.
The State Government may have received them.

(b) The Central Government have not supplied any tractors below 10 B.H.
P. to these two districts. The State Government may have supplied them.
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C O R R JO E N D A

to

the Parliamentary Debates (Part II— Other than Questions and Answers), ist Session, 1950,—
In Volume IV,—

1. No. 3, dated the 4th April, 1950,—

507j line 19 from bottom/i9r “ tribal and other backward areas** read “ scheduled

2. No. 4, dated the 5th April, 1950,—

Page 2561, line one under clause 1S2, for “ — ssion*’ read “ submission*’ . '

3« No. 6, dated the 8th April, 1950,—
(i) Page 2647, line 11 from bottom/or “ so”  read “ to” .

(ii) Page 2648, line 9 after “ far”  read “ so” .
(iii) Page 2670, line 11 from bottom/or *‘coutry”  read “ ojuntrjr” .

4. No. 7, dated the loth April, 1950,—

2710  ̂line 13 from bottom/or “ its”  read “ to” , and in last line far last word “ wc

5, No. -9, dated the 12th April, 1950,—
(i) Page 2810, line 6 from bottom for “ act”  read “ Act” .

(ii) Page 2822, /or existing line 19 from bottom read “ into effect on 19th October* 
certain actions had been taken under the old” .

. No. 10, dated th? 14th April, 1950,—

e^ngiyhedy'^  existing line 1 9 from bottom read ^\Occupancy or tenancy right not tcb e

7. No. II, dated the 15th April, 1950,—
(i) Page 2896, line 24 after “ not** insert “ go” .

(ii) Page 2900, line 7 /or “ express”  read “ expenses**.

8. No. 12, dated the 17th April, 1950,—

(i) Page 2922, Une 12/or “ S h ri H ussain Im a n ” read “Shrf H ussain  Imam**.
(ii) Page 2923, line 4 /or “ aU the said”  read “ all is said**.

- ^  J  n n  -taJi-. (iii)
(iv) Page 2930, between lines 10 and 11 from bottom insert “ [M r. Dbputy-Speakbr in the 

C/?a*r]” ,

(v) Page 2934, line i  for “49. 50Q0”  read “49, 500” .

9. No. 14, dated the 19th April, 1950,—

(i) Page 3020, line 9 from bottom/or “ re-established** read “ re-establish**.
(ii) Page 3022, line 19 for “ away”  read “ way” .

(iii) Page 3024, line 12 for “ members”  read “ numbers” .
(iv) Page 3025, line 18 for “ placed”  read “ displaced” .
(v) Page 3026, line 19 from bottom for “ by 37s**^ead “ be 375̂ *.

(vi) Page 3029, line 28 for “ by** read “ ly” .
(vii) Page 3031, line 12 after “ Notified”  insert “ Area**.

(viii) -jcs # "5n?nTT” % ptih >?t ‘'stRm"
“ fsRT ^  ftr” % ?sTPr ^  ft>” qf' i

(ix) Page 3044, line 20/or “ M r. Sp eak er”  read D e p u ty -S p e a k ^ ’
V72 PSD. ’
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10. No. i j ,  dated the 20th April, 1950s—

(i) P ^ c J059j line 16 /or “A itidc any”  reaJ “Article 317".
(ii) Page 3084, line n  frojn bottom for “effbctcd’* read ’‘effete” .
(iii) Page 3087. line 26 asamsi "9. Tripura" firr “ 6" read “ 2” .
(iv) Pjgc 3IQ4j line B for “Formaula”  read 'Foraiula".
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BUSINESS OF TH E HOUSE
The ICinister of SUte ior ParUamentary Afiaiis (Sto Satya Narayan SJnha);

With your permiBsion, Sir, I would like to make an announcement on behalf 
of Government regarding the programme of the present Session.

In addition to the Bills included in the list of business for the 6th and 8th 
April 1950, which has been circulated to the Members, the following Bills have 
^Iso to be passed by the House, if possible, before the current session ends.

(i) The Administration of Evacuee Property Bill,
‘(ii) The Insurance (Amendment) Bill,
(iii) The Bhopal and Vindhya Pradesh (Courts) Bill,
(iv) The Displaced Persons (Claims) Bill,
(v) The Representation of the People Bill and
(vi) The Industries (Development and Control) Bill.

As this business cannot be disposed of in two days, viz., 11th and 12th 
April, which are at present at our disposal, it is requested that the meetings 
provisionally fixed by you, Sir, from 14th April to l-9th April may be confirmed. 
The House is requested to co-operate in adhering to this time-table.

The Ordinance regarding the Administration of Evacuee Property Bill is 
due to expire on the 17th April. It is, therefore, proposed to take up further 
consideration of this Bill on the 10th April 1950 and to p ^ s  it weD in sulvaDce 
of the date of expiry of the Ordinance. Accordingly it is requested that 19th 
April 1950 may be re-allotted to Private Member’s Bills.

Government have also promised to give some time for the discussion of the 
East Bengal situation. It may not be possible to spare one full day for the 
purpose but Government will find adequate time for the discussion of this 
matter before the present session concludes. A further announcement 
regarding the date of the discussion will be made in due course. Meanwhile 
certain informations which have geen collected in this connection will be cir
culated to hon. Members shortly.

Pandit Tbator Das Bhargava (Punjab): At present, 10th April is fixed
for Private Members business. As the announcement just now made by the 
hon. Minister of State makes it clear, he wants to fix ^ e  Private Membere’ 
business on ttie 19th April instead of the 10th. My submission is that the BUI, 
of which I am incharge, namely, the Vanaspati Bill, wQI, consequent to this 
change, be now fixed for the 19th April. As the Session was going to be over 
according to the old arrangement by the 12th April, I had made special 
arrangements in order to make it possible for me to be away from here from 
15th to 19th April. In view of this, I  would pray tiiat the Private Members* 
business may be fixed on any day before the 15th.

Sllii 8idh¥a (Madhya Pradesh); The hon. Minister of S«tate ^ t e d  that 
he has fixed the programme up to the 19th of April and that it is just possible 
that we may have to extend. May I know, therefore, oleariy wheiiier 19th if 
the last day or not.

8 W  Satya Han^aa Sinlia: For the present, yes.
Shzi Kamath (Madhya Pradesh): May I  ask two questions?
First of all, on a point of parliamentary decorum, is. it quite pro^r for 

Government to ask the House to “ cooperate’ ’ in adherii^ to a defimto 
schedule,—firstly because '^e House has always cooperated and secondly

[ 2500 ]
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l^ecause the schedule as it has been put before the House may not be adhered 

îo due to pressure of, work which may increase. Then it will not be as if the 
House does not wish to cooperate, but that for other reasons it is not possible 
for the schedule to be adhered to.

The second point is this. The hon. the Finance Minister promised this 
House—if not promised, at least he assured the House some time ago—that the 
matter of capital issues would be discussed in the House some time during 
this session. This item does not find a place in this schedule. I do not know 
what the position is in regard to that. I would request Government to throw 
some light on that matter also.

Shri Satya Narayan Sioha: Begarding the first point. I have simply 
requested the House to cooperate. I have been in this House for the last 
fifteen years and this kind of request has been made a hundred times at least 
by Government. Regarding the second point, I shall consult the Finance 
Minister.

Shri Haanmanthaiya (Mysore): The hon. Minister of State was pleased to 
«ay that the date of the next session will be announced later.

'Shri Satya Narayan Sinha: Next session? I  did not say anything like
-that.

Mr. Speaker: He said about the East Bengal situation that the exact date 
^ ill be announced later.

^iri Hanumanthaiya: Will it be possible for Government to tell ttie House 
when the next session will be convened?

Shri Satya Nanyan Sinha: It is too early for Government to say anything 
about it. '

Khwaja Inait Ullah (Bihar): Mr. Sidhva’s question as to whether 19th will 
■be the last date or whettier tiie session will be extended has not been 
answered.

Hr. Speaker: I think hon. Members are a bit in a hurry to know aU ihingg 
at the same time. The hon. Minister of State stated that, provisionally, the 
present idea is to go up to the 19th, and if it is found possible to finish the 
most urgent business of Government by that date, we shall not meet after the 
il9feh. In ease it is not possible to finish, then of course we shall have to sit 

little longer. That is what he said.
Shri Bharat! (Madras): That is no good. There must be something definite.
Mr. Speaker: We can be definite only if we can place a time-limit on the 

•discussions on each occasion. That is not a very advisable thing. If hon. 
Members are willing to have time-limits fixed for each Bill, so that I can put 
all the clauses and amendments that are left over to the guillotine, I  have no 
^^bjections. Only then can we finish the whole programme within a stated 
lame, as we do in regard to financial business. But hon. Members will 
evidently see that it is not possible to foresee what turn the discussion will 
iiake on a particular Bill.

Shri Satya Narayan Sinha: I think I can safely tell the House that for
-the present Government’s intention is not to extend the date beyond the 19th.

m .  Spealcsr: After all. the matter rests with intentions. It does noi
olarify the position any furtheK However, I  do. not think that we need take
any more time over this discussion.

The only point that remains to be decided is about the date to be fixed for 
Private Members’ business. Instead of the 10th for which it was fixed, the 
ihon. Mmister of State wants it to be fixed for the 19th. Pandit Bhargavit
'Wishes that it should be fixed for some day before the 15th.



Shii J. &. Kapoor (Uttar Pradesh): Why should this arrangement alon& 
be disturbed? I suggest that there should be as little dislocation as possible.

Mr. Spea^r: Will the hon. Member allow me to proceed? 1 am going,
into that point myself. I am suggesting to the Minister of State for Parlia
mentary Affairs that Government may examine the position and in case 10th 
April is not necessarily required to be disturbed, then I  think that it would be- 
preferable to stick to that date.

Shri Satya Narayan Sinha: Government will consider it.
Mr. Speaks: After all, I can appreciate the difficulties of Private Members.. 

They are making some arrangements of their o'wti programme for the purpose 
of attendance in the House on particular days on which Private Members' 
Bills come up, and, so far as possible, I  thmk we should not disturb the; 
arrangement of the Private Members’ days fixed.

Shri Satya Narayaa Sialia: Government will try.
Sbri Eamatb: What about capital issues?
Mr. Speaks: He replied that he will consult the Finance Minister.
So, the provisional allotment which I  have made about questions from the: 

14th to the 19tii April stands.
Shii Sidhva: Not beyond 19th?
Mr. Speaker: Not beyond that date, at present.

2 5 0 2  p a r l ia m e n t a r y  d e b a t e s  [ 4 t h  A p l . 1 9 6 ^

EESOLUTION RE  QUALIFICATIONS. FOE ELECTION TO PARLIAMENT 
AND LEGISLATURES 01! STATES.—contii.

Mr. Spdato: Prof. K. T. Shah’s resolution was under discussion and he
was making his speech. I  do not know what is the position about amendments. 
No amendments are moved.

Prof. K. T. Sliah (Bihar): I had hardly begun on the last occasion when
the time for the day was up and, therefore, I trust there would be no objeclion- 
to my recalling briefly the subject as I began it.

The resolution which I have the honour to place before the House only 
expresses an opinion of this House that as permitted by article 84(c) of the. 
Constitution, the qualifications for membership of the legislatures, both 
Central and of the 'States, be laid down and that arrangemente be made, 
as soon as possible, to give effect to the opinion before the next election.

In commending my motion to the House, I would in the first place like 
to disabuse many Members who, I feel, labour under a misapprehension. This 
motion, if adopted, does not in any way curtail franchise, the right of the adult 
elector to elect to membership of this sovereign House or to any house of 
Legislature in the country. That right has been very categorically provided 
for and every adult citizen of India is entitled to vote, a right which cannot 
be alt-ered, negatived, or modified in any way by any Act or resolution of this 
House. If, however, subject to that general qualification, other qualificationg- 
are found necessary and proper to be laid down by Act of the Legislature, 
article 84(c), as I have already suggested, and article 173, in the case of the 
State legislatures, give ample a.uthority to this House to lay down by legislation 
qualifications for membership of this House. It must be realised, at the very 
outset, that while it is uimecessary to lay down any further qualifications for 
tiie voter, it may be both right and proper, necessary and advisable, to lay 
down definite qualifications, positively by way of certain requirements, 
negatively by way of certain disqualifications for membership of the legislatures:;



in this couirta’y. It is not only authorised by the constitutional Act itself, but 
-ft ^  it has been the universal custom and immemorial history foj? such 
 ̂ qualifications to be laid down. From time to time and from

-country to country the ideas of what was requisite, what was proper to be 
expected of members of sovereign legislatures, may have varied, but they have 
all agreed in holding that some qualifications of members different from that 
o f the voter are necessary and that they should be insisted upon if the sovereign 
body is to discharge its functions satisfactorily. In our own country, and in 
our own Constitution, certain qualifications have been laid down. Citizenship 
of the country, as defined in the Constitution, is of course in the forefront of 
these qualifications. Certain other requirements havte also been prescribed 
by the same article. That is to say, a candidate for the House of the People 
would have to be at least ^enty-five years of age and that far the Council 
of States thirty years of age. No one suggests that by providing such a thing 
as this, such a limitation as this, we are in any way restricting or reducing 
or in any way curtailing the right of electors to choose their representatives.
If other qualifications are necessary, some of them have also been indicated 
by way of negative aspect of the same problem. In all, disqualification 
of members has been provided for either by custom or by legislation. In our 
country the Constitution has provided it by way of ability to meet ones 
obligations. Insolvency is another such disqualification which has also been 
laid down very clearly. Disqualification arising out of the holding of certain 
offices under the Crown is the outcome of a historical accident which however 
remote may have been the abuse of that position in the past, is even to-day o£ 
sifficient importance for us to provide in the Constitution as a disqualification, 
l^hat is to say, anyone bolding any office of profit under the Crown or under 
Oovamment in this country would be excluded or disqualified for standing 
as a candidate to membership of this House.

You 6£tn go on recalling a number of such positive or negative quali
fications that have been in different countries and at different times laid down 
by Act either of the Constitution or of the Legislature for the time being in 
office. The qualification, for example, by way of age, to which I hav^ already 
made reference, has been laid down from time to time and in Hhe past it used 
to be also coupled with the qualification as regards sex. Happily that 
disqualification has been removed and in our Constitution all citizens of this 
country are equally entitled to be candidates for the Legislature, irrespective 
of their sex. Qual^oation by way of residence, though not expressjy mentioned 
in the Constitution, may be provided for if the legislatures so desire, and if 
it is found in the interest of the best Government of the country to insist upon.
I  do not know and it is not my intention to suggest in the remotest degree, 
lAiat such a qualification should be insisted upon. The point that I am now 
making is simply that qualifications of this character are not unknowTi and 
^ a t  imtil the other day these were practised in the most advanced countries 
in the world, so that the harmony of interests and views between the Member 
of Parliament and his Constituents could be maintained. On this matter 
1 do not wish to enter into a metaphysical discussion with regard to the exact 
degree of harmony of oneness which may be supposed to prevail, which it is 
desirable we should insist upon, as betw êen the interests and the outlook of 
» candidate and his constituents. But it is certainly true that territorial 
tonstituencies are the order of tfae day and if and where, in consequence, 
there are divergences of interest or outlook in any particular matter, residence 
may have to be an important qualification for meml^rship of a legislative body 
hke ours which has to lay down the law for the entire country on many matters

vital daily importance.
Next to residence and age which are generally recogniaed, there have beea 

other qualifications also that are perhaps not equally acceptable or obvious. 
Those who feel tha# a representative body should be a reflection of the general
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status of the country, of the general level of the population throughout the 
country, forget the real function of a Parliament like ours. This is not only 
a representative body in the narrow technical sense of the term. It is not a 
mere mirror or a mere photograph of the people as they are. It is a body which 
Is entrusted not only with the sovereign legislative power for the entire counti’y, 
it is a body to which the executive government of the day is responsible for 
all its acts, for all its sins of commission and ommission, for all its policies 
and expressions. Therefore it is necessary that the body itself should consist 
of members who are capable of understanding who are capable of appreciating, 
who are capable of even suggesting, courses of policy, lines of administration 
which government members—the executive—are from time to time called upon* 
to carry out, are from time to time required to lay before the House, to explain 
and defend. Unless and until Members of the House are able to imderstand 
the complexities of such policies, unless and until Members of the House nre 
in a position to realize the difficulties of the Government, and unless and until 
they are also in a j^sition to suggest constructive alternatives, I am afraid 
the principle of ministerial responsibility to Parliament would be m/erely in 
name. If this House therefore wishes that it should be a live body of 
intelligent critics who are able constantly to bring to book members of the 
government in every one of their acts, then it is important that the Members 
of the House themselves should be aware of those difficulties, be able to 
understand the problems and be ready to provide suggestions which may be 
of help to the Ministers themselves.

More even than the question of the responsibility of Ministers is the question 
of the provision of the funds necessary for implementing the policies of 
Government. This House is vested with equally sovereign authority for 
providing funds for carrying out Government policy, for carrying on the 
country’s administration. Tlaese funds are provided by a variety of means, 
in a series of measures some of which we have been recently discussing. That 
again requires, if I may say so, very close attention, very close knowledge 
of the subject not only of public finance in general but also of finance as it has 
to be applied to this country. With that view, with that function before it 
this House and its successors cannot overlook the necessity that there must be 
a membership in this House capable of close scrutiny and clear examination 
of the requirements of public finance and it must also be in a position to exert 
its will and influence on the Ministers directly responsible for that department, 
k) see to it that the intention and the wishes of the pec^le are carried out and 
that they are not at the same time made ridiculous because very often 
suggestions may appear in a form that may not be palatable to those directly 
concerned with administration and may yet have a force of popular will behind 
it which those Ministers themselves may not be perhaps aware of. I therefore 
liold that with such powers concentrated in the sovereign Legislature, as has 
been the case under our Constitution in regard to this Parliament and in a 
lesser degree in regard to the Legislatures of the States, it is of the utmost im
portance that the Houses of the Legislature sho\ild consist of men competent 
and able as well as willing to devote their full service to this triple task, leaving 
out even the task of the very complex legislation and its scrutiDy that in modern  ̂
legislature comes daily before the House, for the mere task of supervising 
Government, for the mere task of scrutinizing the funds provided for carrying 
out Government policy.

I  think it is important that we should lay down some qualifications that 
will give us a measure of certainty—if not universal perhaps, but a certaia 
d^^e^--of qualified membership for the various tcisks that the House has to 
dis<diarge. May I  illustrate these remarks again by reference in acturi practice
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to qualifications which are existing, which have been in vogue in this country 
itself in the past and which may with modifications be adopted for our future 
needs? We had—to ^ve an illustration from outside this House—the quali
fication for membership of the Congress, for instance, of providing four 
hundred yards or some such figure of hand-spun yam by the member himself.
I do not know how many members actually did so themselves, but the fact 
remains that the qualification had been laid down. If there were persons who 
were guilty of coimteracting it or circumventing it, the guilt lies with them 
and not with those w*ho framed the Congress Constitution insisting upon such 
a qualification as this. If a qualification of this nature could be laid down 
by a popular body in its non-official days, why should not similar—in principle 
at any rate—qualifications be insisted upon today when that body has come 
to power and is in charge of the destinies of the country? Under the Russian 
Constitution for a long while it was insisted that irrespective of age or sex 
anyone engaged in productive labour should be qualified to be a voter and 
anyone not engaged in productive labour should be treat-ed as a parasite and 
outcast and therefore not entitled to vote. Here for instance is an analogy, 
whether you like it or not, which is of the utmost importance for the sound 
Government of a country. We in this country ought not to hesitate, having 
had the experience of definite qualifications of this character, to lay down a 
qualification such as the qualification of manual labour. Manual labour is not 
something to be despised. Manual labour is not something to be treated as 
if it was the work of the outcast and the down-trodden, because the outcast 
or the down-trodden are now coming to be your masters. Therefore it is 
necessary that you see to it that from amongst them also come those 
representatives— and there is no dearth of them who are intellectually equipped 
and who have been provided with opportunities under the Constitution—to see 
to it that they are fully and properly equipped for their task before thii 
House. In the past again, there were some qualifications by way cf title- 
holding—anybody who had either received a V. C. or certain titles in the arnij 
or for public service of a particular character had automatically a right to vote 
in this country. You need not go to that extent perhaps now. But, I for one 
would not be hesitating to say that if you have some qualifications by way of 
actual experience in public service, by holding honorary (^ ce  or doing honorary 
service, then too you would get material which would be perfectly suitable for 
the daily needs of a House like this. The various qualifications, therefore, 
which can come under a provision of this character may be elaborated by a 
committee.. I am not prepared to go into each and every one of them that 
may come in the course of investigation and some of which may have to be 
accepted.

My purpose is simply to lay before ttie House the desirability of framing 
some code of qualifications which would be important, not merely negatively 
but also positively, to ensure the service in this House of people really qualified 
and suited for the purpose. By merely laying down a bundle of negative 
qualifications like office holding or lunacy or unsoundness of mind or ^ m e  
conviction for some crime or bankruptcy or what not, we are not going to ensure 
the positive side of definite requirements for the service of the House and o/ 
the country which I consider much more important.

Kme and again, while the Constitution was being adopted by the Consti 
tuent Assembly, I  tried to bring forward amendments whereby quahficationfc 
bv way of public service, and qualifications by way of proof of disinterestedneM 
were su^ested to be introduced in the Constitution and, unfortunately I did 
not succeed at iiiat time. Here, however, is an opportunity. The Constitutaon 
gives m e an opportunity which I  wn iflad to utilise whereby some qualificahons
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[Prof. K. T.. Shah] '
of this kind paajr be introduced and our Constitution may perhaps be unique 
in the world. I  hope it will be so. It would lay down lia t  membership of 
this House is not like membership of a club and that it is not a mere title or 
honour or distinction that you can get by joining a party or by manipulating 
a party machinery or by seeing that the Press giants are satisfied with you» 
but that it is something which must be the result of hard work, of good service 
and of honest intentions which your countrymen regard as sufl&cient proof of 
your abiUty to render service to the country and no other profession or mere 
statement of professions or manifestoes could get you that. There is much that 
could be done in this way. I have not the time here nor I think is this tiie 
opportune moment for illustrating further the qualifications that could be laid 
down. But I hope that if this proposal commends itself to this House, as I 
trust it will, w'ithout disregard to the interests of any section of the community 
ihe proposition can be implemented by elaborating a series of qualifications 
R̂ hich can ensure for this House— that is all my purpose— t̂he service of a body 
)f men and women devoted entirely to the cause of the nation and not tiiinking 
)f themselve at all.

Mr. Speaker: Resolution moved:
**This Hoage 13 of opinion that qnalificationl be laid down for membership of Parliameat 

»nd Tj©gislabuto6 of States in the Union of India and that necessary steeps be hiken forth
with to give efiect to thrai before the next election.”

Now I shall call out the names of those who have tabled amendments and 
in case any one wishes to move his amendment he may just move it. Then, 
•f course, I will call upon the Members to speak one by one.

Shwaja Inait XJUi  ̂ (Bihar); May not the Mover of an amendment speak
on it?

Mr. Speaker: The discussion will be gene^^l on the amendments as well as 
«n  the main Resolution.

Prof. S. N. llislira (Bihar): I beg to move:
“ That before the word ‘qualifipations’ the words ‘minimum edocationaV be inserted” .

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:
“ That before the word ‘qualifications’ the words ‘minimum educational’ be hiserted” .

Shii B. S . Bk^gat (Bihar): I beg to move:
“ (i) That before the word ‘qualifications’ the words ‘no other’ be inserted; and
(ii) that after the word ‘qualifications’ the words ‘save and except minimum age and 

citizenship’ be inserted” .
Mr, [̂>eaker: Amendment p^ved:
*‘(i) That before tJie word ‘qualifications’ the words ‘no other’ be inserted; and
(ii) that after the word ‘qualifications’ the words ‘save and except minimum age and 

eitizenship’ be inserted” .
Dr. Beshmnkb. (Madhya Pradesh): I beg to move:
^That for all the words beginning with the word ‘quaUficatione’ to the t»nd, the follow*

be substituted ;
‘no qualifications in addition to what has already been provided for in the Constitution 

« India shall be laid down for membership of Parliament and Legislatures of States in the 
«/niyn of India'.”

Mr. Speaks: Amendment moved:
'*Thai for all the words beginning with the word ‘qualifications’ to the end, the follow- 

k g be sub^tuted :
*no qualifications in addition to what has already been i^ovided for in the Ckinstitution 

«f India shall be laid down for membership of Parliiament and Legitlatareti of State# m the 
Union of India’.”
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Sluri B, K. DA8 (West Bengal): I do not propose to move my amesdmeiift
No. 4. I beg to move No. 5 only. With your permission, I  beg to move:

“ That after the word 'qualifications’ the following be inserted ;
‘other than what are providpd for in clauaes (a) and (b) of article 84 of the ConBtitntion 

in case of Parliament and in clauses (a) and (b) of article 173 in case of the Legislature 
of a state’ .”

Sir, with your permission I shall move my amendment No. 8 also. 1 beg 
to move:

“ That for the words ‘necessary .steps be takw fq^hwith to give effect to them before 
the next election' the following be substituted :

‘a committee be appointed to consider the question and submit their report at an early 
^ate’.”

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:
(i) "That after the word ‘qualifications* the following be inserted :
‘other than what are provided for in ciatwee (a) and (b) of artide 84 of the Constitution 

in case of Parliament and in clauses (a) and (b) of article 173 in case of the Legislature of 
a State’.”

(ii) “ That fcr the words 'necessary steps be taken forthwith to give effect t<j them before 
the next electio®’ the following be substituted :

‘a committee be appointed to consider the question and submit their report at an early 
■date*.”

V .  Speaker: Prof. Mishra has got another amendment. He may move it
now.

Prof. S. K. ICifllira: I beg to move:
 ̂ “ Ihat after the words ‘Union of india’ the words ‘wifliout prejudicing in any way tke 
interests of tribal and other backward areas’ be inserted.”

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:
“That after the words ‘Uiuon of India’ the words ‘wilhqut prejudicing in any way the

interests of tribal and other, backward areas’ be ins^ed.” '

Sliri RathPMwamy (Madras): I beg to nwve:
 ̂ “That after the words ‘Union of India’ the words ‘without prejudicing in any way the

Wterests of scheduled castes’ be inserted.”

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:
 ̂ “ That after the words ‘Union of India’ the words 'without prejudicing in any way the 

interests of tribal and other backward areas’ be inserted.”
Dr. B. s. Sin{^ (Bihar): I beg to move:

“ That after the words ‘Union of India’ the words 'without prejudicing in any way the
interests of illiterate and property less persons’ be inserted.”

Mr. speaker: . Ainendment moved;
“ That after the vords ‘Union of India’ the words 'without prejudicing in any way the 

interests of illiterate and property less persons’ be inserted.”
Shri Eamatb (Madhya Pradesh): I beg to move:
“ Th.it for the words ‘and that necessary steps be taken forthwith to give effect to them

before the next election’ the following be sulMtituted ;
ând that a Committee of the House be appointed to make an early report on the subject 

so as to expedite legislation by Parliament in accordance wi*h article ^4(c) and article 173(o) 
of the Constitution’.” '  ̂ ^
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Shri M em zi (Madraa): On a point of order. May I know if these amend
ments are in order? Amendments Nos, 2, 3 and 4 seek only to negative the 
motion and I don’t know whether they can be moved.

Mr. Speaker: I will decide that when I  come to that amendment. In fornct 
it is not negative but in substance it is.

Shri Sidliva (Madhya Pradesh); What about age-limits? Nobody can 
suggest any age against the provisions made in the Constitution. "

Mr. Speaker: That will be a point not exactly of admissibility. I have
not seen the particular article but when the article provides a minimum that 
no person under 25 may be a member, I don’t  t^nk it would not be compet-ent 
for this House tq say that the minimum should be 30 or 35. All that is wanted' 
is that it should not be less than 25. I am saying this without reference to the 
Constitution, I think, it will be competent for this House to fix up limits; 
but in any case, this is no legislation, this is a recommendation and I don’t  
see why any recommendation could not be made.

.Shrimati Durgabai (Madras): Article 84 provides already the age condi
tions. Is it competent for the House to.......

V Mr. Speaker: The point here is, this is not a piece of legislation. This
'is a Resolution brought in by a Member who wishes to make certain recom
mendations to this House and he can make any recommendations which m aj 
include even an amendment of the Constitution.

Sliri SidbyA: Can he make a suggestion in contravention of the Constitu
tion? If he could change a Constitution, I can understand that. This is Lot 
for changing the Constitution.

Shri Tyagi (Uttar Pradesh): This is requesting for it.
Mr. Speaker: Can he not make a recomjnendation ? It is perfectly

competent for anybody even to say that he does not believe in adult franchise.
Shri Sidhva: Then the House will form itself into a Committee...
Mr. Speaker: If the Resolution is accepted by this house, then we shall see 

as to what procedure is to be followed. But as it is a mere question of opinion^ 
I would not debar people from expressing the same.

Khwaja Inait Uliah: Sir you have not given chance to oppose the Reso
lution to Members who have not given any amendments as they do not like 
this Resolution.

Mr. Speaker: It is too early to say that.
Khwaja Inait TJIMl: After the Members who have moved the amendments?
Mr. Speaker: After or in between. My idea is to give first a chance to

those who have tabled amendments. Then the hon. Member will be in a more 
advantageous position when opposing the Resolution as he wiU know all the 
view-points.

Shri Sidhva: In a previous instance you ruled that you would not neces
sarily give chance to those who moved the amendments. .

Mr. Speaker: The word ‘necessarily’ is there.
Shri MeeTan: If those hon. Members who have tabled amendments are to 

be given preference, I would request you to consider whether the amendment 
Heelf is in ord^. Otherwise anybody can table any amendment which wiU have 
a negi^^e effect.
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Kr. Speaker: He need not be anxious about that position at present. I 
have already expressed more than once that the mere tabling of an amendment 
will not ensure a speech in this House. I  don’t guarantee that he will get a 
chance to speak. It depends on the merits of each individual case. The 
question is one of vital importance and so manj are anxious to speak. There 
are i»eople who have tabled amendments. Pnma facie they seem to have pverk 
more thought to the subject than others and they may be allowed to speak. 
Even now, 1 don't restrict myself to the statement that 1 shall call necessarily 
all people. I  merely expressed my mind.

Shri The Chair has not yet been pleased to give a ruling with regard
to amendment, which, my friend points out. is contr^ctory and against the 
spirit of the Besolution?

Mr. SpaaJcer: The hon. Member will see that the discussion now is both
with reference to the Resolution and the. various amendments. The Member 
who has tabled the amendment and is speaking is not restricted to his own 
amendment only. The idea of putting all amendments before the House along 
with the Resolution is that the whole subject is open for discussion and therefore 
even when his amendment is not in order, a Member will be entitled to speak. 
He cannot be prevented from speal^ing merely because the particular amend
ment tabled by him is held not to be in order. But the proper time will com® 
when the amendment is to be voted upon. ^

Silri ^ a g l: One more clarification is needed. Is it permissible to permit
an amendment which afterwards is to be declared out of order? Is it permissi
ble to put it in the agenda?

Mr. Speaker: I don’t think there is any sp’̂ ific point in that. I don't see 
why a Member should be debarred from placing his amendment to the House. 
Ultimately we may decide that it is not in order and therefore it may not be 
put to the House.

Shri Tyagi: It forms a precedent for the future.
Mr. SpeaJcer: One requires some thought about it. It is not directly

negative in form,
Bhii Tyagi: Is it your ruling?
MX. Speaker: Yes. In substance the amendment is negative and therefore 

it requires some thought. 1 shall consider and then decide.
Shrimati Dnrgabai: May I know whether you have fixed any time-limit?
Mr. Speaker: 15 minutes is the rule.
Sbri M^enm: May I draw your attention to the rule which says that an

amendment shall not be moved which has merely the effect of a negative vote.
MP. Speaker: I shall see to that later.
Prof. S. H. Miflbra.: Before I  proceed with the amendments, I think it is

proper for me to submit to the House that this Resolution in a way places us 
in a very tight comer. Particularly persons, who have contact with the masses, 
feel embarrassed to a great extent. It is liable to be misinterpreted by interested 

 ̂ people who might go about telling that ‘Here is a House which has voted in
I favour of the rule of “ Intellectual elite” . ’ Therefore, before I proceed with
i-these amendments I want to make it absolutely clear that these amendments 

of mine are simply conceived in a way to temper what may be called the 
extremities of this resolution. It places us in a difl&cult position either to agree 
with it entirely or to disagree with it enthrely. So far as I am concerned^ I feel 
that it would not be intellectually proper for me to disagree almost entirely 
with the idea underlying this Besolution, because realism demands and practical
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sense also that it should be admittjed that some of the ideas t^at underlie this 
Resolution of Prof. K. T. Shah, are in consonance with the democratic 
spirit. It is not Idiat I feel that this Besolution in an unreserved manner is 
going to forge any fetter upon the democratic rights of the people. Although 
it might create a sense of surprise or something like that, I  think, I  am not 
one of those who will lightly turn down this Besolution as something of a very 
retrograde or reactionary nature. I therefore express myself in a sort of 
qualified agreement from a different aspect and I shall submit to you what 
my amendments purport to be. It may be pointed out that not a single country 
■cf the world has placed any qualification for candidature to legislatures. It is 
in a way correct to speak in that strain, but at the same time, I feel that the 
very basis of the electorate has been made in such a manner in most of the 
coimtries that certain qualifications acre needed automatically for candidarture 
to legislatures also. I want to point out in this connection the example 
of Russia where productivity has been made the basis of the very 
electorate, the right of franchise, and in this connection, I would like to draw 
the attention of the House to what Mahatmaji said and what he wanted every 
mdividual of the country, or for that matter of any citiaen of the world to be. 
He wanted every individual to be a producer and if 'ŵ  want to usher in an 
epoch of that nature, which Gandhiji conceived of, every individual of the 
country shduld be a producer in that sense. It struck me only last night and, 
Ifcerefore, I could not move an amendment tD that effect. Moreover, I  was 
in an embarrassment as to how to happily word my amendment in that sense, 
so that productivity might be made the basis of qualification for candidature to 
legislature.

[M b .  B e p w ty -S p b a k h r  in the chair']

I wish to submit that it is not proper for us to say that since no other 
country of the world has laid down any qualification and conditions we also 
should not lay down aoy qualification. Moreover, the countries of the world 
where we find democratic set-up transitions to democracy took place hand in 
hand with progress in other spheres, i.e., political, economic and scientific. 
It has not been a very abrupt switch on to adult franchise in those countries. 
If we go into the details as to how they came to adopt adult franchise, perhaps 
the House will be convinced that only in those countries adult franchise has 
been iia the most natural manner introduced where adequate progress has been 
made in the educational sphere. It is extremely unfortunate for us to 
contemplate that anachronistie conditions exist in our country. As the 
Chairman of the Drafting Committee in his valedictory address made it 
abundantly clear to the Constituent Assembly, that the country is bound to 
face a crisis of the first magnitude if democracy is not to percolate to other 
spheres of our life. In our country, it seems as it were the average voter has 
one foot on the rocket and another foot on the donkey. Here we are in an era 
of republic politically; we are enjoying something which other advanced 
countries of the world are enjoying, and socially, economically and education
ally , we are extremely backward. So in all these matters the average voter 
in this country is in that unfortunate predicament of having one foot on the 
rocket and another on the donkey. These are the incompatibilities, these are 
the contradictions which we are facing in our national life at the present 
moment. Therefore, if I express myself in agreement with a very thm part 
of Prof. ^Shah’s resolution, it is only in that sense. I feel that certain 
quahfications of that nature—in consonance with Gandhiji’s ideas of Pi-oducers' 
"Society should be adopted by the House. It is nothing reactionary, I  think, 
to suggest that some minimum educational qualification' should be laid down 
as the basis for candidature to legislature. After all legislation-making is a
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Bp^iali^sed bnsmesB It is not a thing which eveiy one can be expected to do 
^  n  1, be debarring any in^vidual from being a legislator on the 
ground that he has not the minimum educational qualification, it will be onlv 
pointing our finger in the right direction. As Herbert Spencer said when 'a. 
^oe-maker requires a certain amount of training for his shoe-making can
Aere be any reason why there should not be a qualification laid d o ^  for
le p s la tio n -m ^ g  also? It is a Tery specialized business and for that matter 
I  do not feel that we are going to debar an individual citizen from any high 
offiM or from anytting; he can be very weU fitted for higher jobs or f «  that 
matter for any other profession to which he may be assigned It m*y he 
pointed out in th is^nnection  that there have been very capable admini* 
teators m this countiy in the past who carried out their jobs weU wittiout 
havmg a modicum of educational training. We mav T)oint ou t 
oi Akbar and Banjit Singh, but I  feel that the
^ ^ g  extremdy compU^ted day by day and so it would be o n l y ^ t  and 
proper on the p ^  of the House that persons who have the right p ^ ^ ® ~  
^ o  can understand and apprecmte things, who can criticise and C p  ;  
^ s t a n t  vigil at ^ e  very source from which all legislations flow, are apnointed 
It IS necessary ttat quaUfications be laid down for the persons who to 
assigned to a job of this kind. In our country it s e ^ s ^ t  L r e  is t
W  blind transpiration of a peculiar ty p 7 o f d e X T c y  bT  "
^  of d ^ ocra cy ’ .- I  mean a centralized form of democracy L d  n ^  thT 
decentoaJized form of democracy of which Gandhiji d rea it thiwghout t o  

i phase of democracy is going to be the final
“ u “ 7 Muntty should adopt it in its present 

foim then I  very humbly submit that this sort- of democrlcy is not S  ta 
last long and it is bound to be run over by the deluee of totalitarian 
I therefore, would like to suggest that ^ d em o,ia crh « ST to “ a ^ “ S  
the transformmg influences that are going to operate, and we. in t h ^ n ^ ^ I  
stage of democracy, have to be cognisant of the fact that the growth rf^ em ^  
cp cy  in our comitry must be in a m ^ e r  which would in s p L ® ? C  ^u ^ t^ ej 
of Asia also. I would hke to refer here to the conditions that are prevailins
iou M ^  * V.  ̂ warning to the House that if ouf
c o ^ t ^  IS not going to have a more mspirmg form of Government in tune 
with the configuration of forces making impact on us, then, other forms of 
government might come to our country. The legislators about whom quaK- 
hcations are sought to be laid down must be such that they may be able to 
give the right contour to the growth of democracy, the beginnings of which 
we have already laid down m this country. If we want that there should be 
no/ should be intelligent persons who wiU

themselves to the judgment of others, if we want that there 
should be persons who would act as the sentinels of the rights and liberties 

rV necessary that quahfications should be prescribed for the 
legislators. If we are going merely to send to our legislatures persons who 
bp r helpless cogs in a vast machine, I  feel we shaU
be faced ^nth a sort of totalitarianism in our country. It is in the interest 
of democracy therefore, that I  say that only such people should be elected 
to the leg isla tes who can act as a sort of sobering influence and who could 
exercise an efecient control over Government, in the absence of which everv 
Government tends to be totalitarian in some way. Therefore, I submit that 
we must lay dfown some educational qualificatijons—not 'educafaonal quaU- 
facations of the nature which will exclude a vast number of people I have 
already made it abundantly clear in another amendment which I have tabled 
that tiie educational qualifi^tions should not be such as would jeopardise the 
interests of the tobal and backward areas. If their interests are jeopardised. 
It would not be because of any fault on their part, there are very vast tracts 
of land m which there is absolutely no glimmering of education and I have
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seen such tracts personally. It is therefore with a great amount of caution 
and sense of justice to every section that any step should be taken.

Mr. Deptaty-Sipeaker: One minute more.

Prof. S. H. Ifidira: Two minutes, Sir?
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: You have already taken sufficient time.

Prof. S. N. Miflhra: I therefore submit that I want these educational
qualifications to be pinned down to the very minimum of understanding things, 
actual reading and writing to such an extent that when they come in contact 
with people and problems, they may understand things themselves. Peopie 
may ask what is the basis of the apprehension that such people with adequate 
qualifications will not be returned to the House by people themselves, without 
laying down any qualifications of the nature that we are going to suggest. 
1 would submit that these apprehensions are sufficiently well-grounded. In 
our country, thanks to the efforts of Mahatma Gandhi, tfliere has been a great 
revolution. It does not mean in any way that there has not been counter 
revolutionary forces working side by side. Those counter revolutionary forces 
were held in check or held in abeyance because of the technique of non-violence 
which the Father of the Nation had adopted. These counter revolutionary 
forces, I am afraid are acting in such a way that lihey may assert themselves 
at any moment. Therefore, I feel, that if we want that there should be people 
who can understand every trick which the Government is bound to indulge 
in, if we want that there should be people who could see through the velvet 
glove the iron hand that rules, then, it is necessa^ that people of adequate 
understanding with minimum educational qualifications should be return^ to 
tiie legislature. It is in this spirit that I  have submitted my amendments. 
I hope that tiie House will appreciate the perspective in which I want it to 
view my amendments. At the same time, I would like to make it clear that 
1 am not in favour of some sort of a super-legislator about whom the great 
writer of ihe Age, Bernard Shaw has made mention somewhere. But, I  feel 
that it is essentisd that people with modicum of educational training should be 
returned to the legislature. It does not in any way fetter the hands of the 
electorate; it only gives them an indication, an instructive lead. At the same 
time, I feel that if you create a demand for reaUy capable men by laying down 
conditions and qualifications, there will be a social supply also to that extent.

Sir I vTOuld like to place one more point.
Xr. B^aty-Speaker: No more point please.

Sbijmati Dnzgabai: I rise to offer a few observations on the resolution moved 
by my hon. friend Prof. Shah. The resolution seeks to lay down quali
fications for membership of Parliament in accordance with article 84 of the 
Constitution. Article 84 (c) enablqs Parliament to define what would constitute 
the minimum qualifications for a Member of Parliament so that he may have 
l^e minimum equipment to discharge his responsibilities efficiently. I  lay 
stress on the word ‘minimum’ because I  do not think that Parliament has the 
power to lay down more than the average qualifications in thi^ regard, like 
qualifications of ability to read and write 3ie regional languages. We cannot lay 
dowd a h i^ er  qualification because it would limit the choice erf the voters to the 
barest minimum. All t^at would be against the spirit of the Constitution that 
we have made. It would also be repugnant to the Constitution. It is the funda
mental right of every citizen to choose his representative as and how he likee. 
Judging from this view, it is doubtful wheth^ any law passed by this House
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will stand the test of Constitutional law. The framers of the Constitution ha\e 
rightly withheld themselves from making any provision limiting the choice of 
the voters and have left it to the good sense of Parliament to lay down certain 
qualifications. Nobody denies the fact that it is an essential pre-requisite of 
democracy that its parliamentary wing should consist of members who have got 
judgment, capacity, and understanding to discharge their functions. But, the 
very important question that ©rises in this connection is whether these qualifica
tions in each and every Member of Parliament have any scope to play any vital 
part in the legislation that will be made in this Parliament. This Parliament 
as it is constituted now has more than five hundred Members and there is also 
a party system that has simply mechanised the process of legislation. That 
being the case, I want to Iriow whether these higher qualifications which we 
seek to lay down .bv a law made by this Parliament would enable the Members 
to play their part oSectively. The question that arises now is this: With these 
qualifications in each and everj Member of this Parliament which consists of 
five hundred IMembers, and with a party system that is checking the process oi 
legislation at every step, how best can we make use of these qualifications? 
That is the important question that arises in this connection. My humble view 
is that we should think of giving priority not to the question of Parliamentary 
efficiency and electing capable people, but to the question of how best we can 
make use of the talent that is already existing in this House. In my opinion, 
there is talent already in the Members of Parliament, to some degree or other. *

Shri Kamath: To a considerable degree. Why only some degree?

Shrim&ti Dutrgabai: The idea behind Prof. Shah's resolution is—as I under
stand it—to enhance the prestige of Parliament. But, the prestige of Parliament 
does not increase by merely laying down qualifications for the Members or by 
Tetuming even the best men to Parliament. Perhaps it is very dangerous to 
have too many intelligent people. But I say the prestige of Parliament neces- 
aafily depends upon the duties and the functions of Parliament. If a large 
number of Members of very high qualifications are simply required to register 
the decisions of the cabinet, I do not see how we can make real use of the best 
talent that is available. Parhament has unfortunately become a fifth wheel of 
the cabinet, a wheel that is more an ornament than anything else. Its debates 
serve propaganda purposes, and I  think even the poor Press is tired of them.
I  would therefore, ask Prof. Shah why we should lay down higher quaUfioations? 
The problem requires very deep consideration. We must devise \̂ ŷs and 
means to enhance the prestige of Parliament, and also the prestige cf its 
Members, by making them active and really useful, not only to Government, 
but also to the electorate which had chosen them as then* rapresentative. I 
•consider that the step taken by Government to constitute a separate Department 
of Parliamentary Affairs is in this regard, a very useful one. My honourable 
friend Shri Satya NarayMi Sinha is at the head of this Department of Parliamen- 
isry  Affairs, and I would earnestly request him of course he is not here now, 
but he may note it— to try and find out ways and means as to how best we can 
make use of the qualifications and the talents that are ah*eady existing and also 
dissociate Members with the work of Government more intimately. T îat is done 
to-day by associating Members with the work of the various Standing Com- 
m itte^. But I  am afraid that the Standing Committees which are to-day 
functioning, those of them 'nhioh are attached to the various Ministries the way 
in which they function and the way in which they are not able really to control 
or keep sufficient check over the actual work done by Government or over the 
unplementation of tfce policies that have been approved by this House, these 
leave much to be desired. Some of the Advisory Committees do not meet and 
even when they meet, presumably they are to advise only and that advice is 
sometimes taken into consideration and sometimes not.
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Shri Kamatli: Many times rejected.
Shiimati Bnigabai: Therefore, I  say, that kind of association is not goingr 

to serve any useful purpose.
Ab things stand at present, we cannot really complain that most of the 

members are idle. In my opinion they are not incapable of work. They are 
capable of very good work, and also the Members of Parliament have qualifica
tions enough and more. But the system we are carrying on bo-day has created 
a feeling that they are not wanted, and because of that feeling that they are not 
wanted, they do not carry with them any prestige either with Government or 
with Parliament or with the electorate, as a matter of fact, or with the ofilcera 
of Government. That is at the root of the problem, and unless we solve this 
problem, we cannot improve matters. The solution is not the laying down of 
high qualifications. The solution lies in the direction of making our parliamen
tary government truly federal in type. It is not my purpose to outline any 
machinery or the nature of the machinery which is suitable for carrying on thfr 
business of Government through Committees. I  know that this type of Govern
ment will not be inconsistent with the principle of Cabinet Government, backed 
by a majority party. But, it is for the Department of Parliamentaiy Affairs, 
to study this question very closely and invite expert opinion and see that talent 
is made use of in the right way and in a real way. Unless this is done, no useful 
purpose will be served by merely laying down qualifications. G’hat will be 
putting the horse before the cart.

An Hon. ICember: You mean the cart before the horse.
Shrimatt D vgaln i: I  am sorry, that will be putting the cart before the 

horse.
I regret I cannot give my wholehearted support to the resolution moved by" 

Piof. Shah.
Mr. Depnly-Speaker: The House will now stand adjourned to 2-30 p .m .
The House then adjourned for Lunch till Half Past Two oj ike Clock.
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The House reassembled after Lunch at Half Past Two of the Clock.

[M r , S peak er in the Chair']
Dr. B. S. Singh: My amendment requires that the qua^cation for 

membership of Parliament and the State Legislatures of the Union of India» 
as envisaged in the Eesolution of Proi. K. T. Shah, should in no way prejudice 
the interests of illiterate and propertyless persons. I would like to submit 
as is obvious, that any kind of qualification which is going to be imposed by the 
Eesolution of Prof. K. T. Shah is going to prejudice the interests of illiterate 
and propertyless persons. The resolution is rather sia-ange for this decade of 
the 20th century, when the nations of Asia, and particularly we, Indians, are 
taking gigantic astride toward democratic way of life. I should like to refer, 
to what Prof. Shah stated in his speech and say that such a provision as 
envisaged by him was introduced in our Congress constitution too. But that 
provision created too much confusion, chaos and corruption, and was, there
fore, abrogated. Therefore, I consider that it would not be advisable for us to 
introduce any such qualification for membership of Parliament and state 
kgislatures, because the introduction of any qualification will nip in the bud 
the progress so far made by the people of India toward democratic direction.

Bcsid^, I should like to tell the House that the desire to impose any such 
qualificalions on the voters of India would be very prejudicial to the interests 
of all persons belonging not only to our country but throughout the world. 
.When considered from comparative view with the parHamentary procedures o f



some ofcher countries of the world, I see no country in the world where such a 
Resolution could find place. When I glanced through the pages of the 
constitutions of some of the other countries of the world, I  found that there 
exists no such provision in any of them.

A kind of poll-tax does exist in the ten Southern States of the United States 
t>f America, but that is a votership requirement. And after being registered 
as voter, any man or woman, white or Negro, is entitled to contest an election 
without any fear of being debarred on any other ground. Even this system of 
poll-tax had been universally denounced by all the reasonable men of the world 
and we all know what a rough time President Truman is having for demanding 
the abolition of this system.

I guess Prof. Shah, too, would not demur in denouncing downright any 
such limitation on the citizens of India, because the very idea of imposing an;  ̂
limitation is to deny the justifiable rights which are due to the people.

We have passed that medieval age of restricting the voting rights; and 
now we are having adult suffrage without any distinction of sex, race, caste or 
creed. This is a great achievement, and is certainly, the greatest guarantee 
guaranteed to the people of India by our Constitution-makers, and for that 
they deserve our thanks. Thanks are due to Prof. Shah, too, who was one of 
them. But now it seems Prof. Shah has taken a turn in .another direction by 
proposing this Bepohition. By this Resolution he desires that some additional 
qualifications should be unposed on the voters of our country for contesting 
elections to Parliament and State Legislatures. I think this would not be 
wholesome, nor would it be in the interests of the country. Therefore, I am 
opposed to his Resolution. '

So far as I can foresee there can be two more additional qualifications. 
(1) educational qualification, and (2) property qualification.

We are aware that due to the continued exploitations by the so called 
qualified and propertied persons, India today has virtually become a country 
of illiterate and propertyless persons. In my own village which contains 
about 2,0)0 persons, all able-bodied and hard working, I was the first student 
to matriculate. And, ironically enough, there were perhaps only one or two 
voters for the former Central Assembly. I am sure most of the villages of my 
district as also of other districts of Bihar are all like my own yiUage, and that 
may be one of the reasons why Prof. K. T. iS.hah is representing Bihar in this 
House today though he comes from Bombay.

So, the question is whether the illiterate and propertyless villagers shpuld 
be given a fair say in running their Parliament and State Legislatures, or 
whether their freedom to do so should be limited by imposing on them addi
tional qualifications for- t-he benefit of the so called qualified and propertied 
gents of the towns,

I think the latter alternative would be very harmful to the interests of the 
people of India, especially to the village folks. Thereiore, I would like to ur^e 
Prof. Shah to withdraw his Resolution in the interests of those illiterate sjid 
propertyless \’iUagers who ar« the India of today. Besides, I may say that 
all the persons horn on this earth are equally gifted. Those who are given the 
necessary wherewithals become professors and doctcffs, and so on and so forth; 
and those who are denied these opportunities and facilities wander in the 
streets. Therefore, it is our bounden duty to work for the betterment of th* 
POTsoris of latter category. We should better'work for giving at least equal 
‘Opportuoities to these ilUterate and propertyless persons rather than impoafc
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additional qualifications on them for election to Parliament or State Legis
latures. In case Prof. Shah rejects my request, I  would request the House to 
reject his Besolution because it is too me^eval and outdalied.

Br. DeflhmnMi; It is likely that some hon. Members consider my
amendment as a rnere negation of th« Besolution. I  would Uke to point oui
first of all that although that may be ihe first impression that one is likely 
to have, my amendment in fact embodies a very substantiye proposition 
which, if carried, would not only fulfil a very fine purpose but would be the 
right decision on the part of the House.

Accordmg to article 84 of the Constitution, Parliament has been
authorised to lay down such other qualifications as Parliunent may like to 
prescribe. Now, I  want to cut the Gordian knot by means of the amendment 
of the Resolution that I have proposed. If the Besolution is carried along 
with my amendment, then it wiU mean that this evil intention of taking away 
from the rights of the people which have been given to them, would be, indeed 
once and for all set at rest.

Shri Tyagi: It is a positive good.
0r. Desbmnkh: Yes. My friend is quite right. It is a positive good which 

I  intend to bestow instead of the tinkering with the Constitution that is 
attempted by the Professor and friends like Mr,. Tyagi. It is strange that such 
democrats and sponsors of the causes of the common man should have been 
somehow inclined to support a proposition of this nature.

Shri Tyagi; I am opposed to it.
Dr. Dealmuldi: I am glad that without arguing the point I  could convince 

my hon. friend that his inclinations were wrong.

Prof. Shah has argued the case in very great detail. In fact he really 
repeated what he had said in the Constituent Assembly. That was the reasoD 
why 1 tried to convince you, Sir, that the resolution was really out of order. 
My contention was thtit not only a proposition of this very nature was negatived 
by the Constitutent Assembly but a definite proposition and an amendment 
more or less similar proposed by the same hon. gentleman who is sitting here 
was rejected by the Constituent Assembly. Therefore to discuss an^hing 
which is contrary to and in any case not in keeping with the decisions of th© 
Constituent Assembly was really taking away the prestige and the authority 
or the solemnity of the decisions of the Constituent Assembly.

In the Constituent Assembly also Prof. Shah had proposed the following 
ajmendment:

“ No one who is nnable to read or write or speak the national language of India after ten 
years from the day this Ccnstitution comes into operation shall be entitled to be a candi
date for or offer himself to be elected to a seat in either House of Parliament.”

Although he has been arguing the point on various other considerations, 
there is not a shadow of doubt that he was intending to bring in in some manner 
or the other the amendment which was rejected by the Oonstituent Assembly, 
because the other quali6cations that he has mentioned are absolutely unthink
able. I have no doubt whatever that a man of the views of Prof. Shah would 
not like in this year of Grace and under the present circumstances, to propose 
any property qualification. It is absolutely unthinkable, that Prof. Shah would 
propose anything of this nature. That would not be ccnsistont with the views 
he holds and ideals that he always sponsors.

What are the other qualifications which we could think of, except the 
qualification of residence which in fact is not something which Parliament need 

Necessarily lay down? It will probably be embodied in the rules that will bo



framed for tilie purpose of election. I f  residential qualification were to be 
made essential and is m ^ e  a part of the Constitution, what will happen to 
friends like Mr. Sidhva, who had to be adopted by Madhya Pradesh Legislature, 
so as to send him here to Parliament? There is also the case of i^jkum ari 
Amrit Kaur, who has been elected by Madhya Pradesh, though she comes 
from U.P. There are several other instances known to the House. Thus under* 
the present circumstances it may not be possible nor worthwhile to put down 
any residential qualification. Also because we want to make our demof.racy 
as broad-based as possible we want to give scope to every possible intolligentr 
gentleman who is likely to represent the cause of the people and yet has no 
place to stand from.

So I do not think that Prof. Sihah had in his mind anything else except the 
literacy qualification. If he were to sit down and analyse what the literacy 
qualification would mean, I tim siure he will realise the fruitles&ness of his 
labours. If we were to say that every person who is to be elected should 
a literate, then we will necessarily limit the chc'-ee very considerably. As we 
know to our shame even at the present time our percentage of litoracy is hardly 
15 per cent. I dr not know what percentage it Avill acti;ally work out. if we 
were to take up the voters’ lists and find out who are literate and who are not, 
because only recently educational progress in India has been rapid and it is 
very likely that those who are literate in larger numbers are below the ages 
of beiDg candidates for Parliament. People bslow the ages of 20 or 30 are more- 
likely to be literate in larger nuntbers than those entitled to bs voters. From 
that point of view the percentage of persons entitled to ^tand for Parliament 
will still further be reduced.

I was surprised to find a socialist minded Member like Prof, Mishra being o f 
two minds; he did not know whether to support the Eesol’ition or oppose it. 
If he were tio think deeper he would realise that he would have been wiser in 
opposing rather than supporting the Resolution in some mi^asure or other. 
Because it is not our experience— at least it is not mine— t̂hnt education 
necessarily enhances the intrinsic capacity of a man and much less his efficiency 
or honesty. In fact I am inclined to feel that in ;nany instances education has 
not only not improved his morals but has certainly spoilt them end ;nade them 
worse. I am all for educAtioa but that does not mean that everything is to be 
judged merely by a certificate of matriculation or graduation.......

Shii Kamatli: Change the system-

Dr. DeidLrailklL: The intention behind the Mover of this Resolution is not
likelv to be fulfilled. If it is the anxie^ of the learned Professor to see that 
an illiterate man does not find a place in the House I have not the slightest 
doubt that the voters themselves are ii.telliprent '^nough and farsighted enough 
to see that an absolutely illiterate man is not sent to Parhament, If this 
Resolution is carried I would like to tell even my friend Prof Mishra, who has 
some doubts about it, that it will be a sort of censure on the commonsense of 
the average man of India. He possesses far more capacity, honesty as well 
as shrewd commonsense than many of us who have got more than one degree 
to his credit can lay claim to. I  would not mind if the composition of this 
House is materially" altered. In fact it needs to be altered, so t.Hat the less 
educated people will find a place here. What is the present situation? In 
spite of oijr culture or education in the composition of this House I am ashamed 
to say that we have not stood out for the lights of the people in the same wslj 
as we would like Parliament of India to stand. It is more easy to buy out an 
educated man than it is to buy out a less learned man or less educated man. 
I  do not wish to condemn learning altogether: I have no prejudice against
educated gentlemen but in any case so far as tĥ > I’ights of the people aare
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concerned it Is only those who suffer under the goverrance of the adiuinistrafioni 
who can realise the pangs of it. We sitting here—we may be in cjnt-ict with 
the common man or the masses in some degree or the other—do not realise 
all the things that are happening in this free land of India It ^vould be up to 
the representatives who will come hereafter to put the case of the people much 
more strongly, boldly and with greater effect than we have been able to do. 
For all these reasons I think that the advice just given by my friend who spoke 
last should be accepted by Prof. Shnh and the Resolution withdrawn. On a 
previous occasion when I was in equally vehement opposition with the viewA 
that Prof. Shah had submitted to the Constituent Assembly, he was kind enough 
to accept my suggestion and withdraw his amendment. That was with 
regard to the vested interests and the freedom with which people pursuing 
various professions or trades were to be allowed to go to any pari of India and 
<;aTry on their avocations. An amendment was proposed in the Constituent 
Assembly by Prof. Shah to that effect. When I pointed out to him that it 
would oniv strengthen the exploiter-class if it was carried, he was g(»od enough 
to withdraw it.

This is a hopelessly tantalising Resolution It is not goin^ to do good to 
anybody. It is only going to expose the intentions of those who feel th it there 
must be some handicaps placed on the democracy that 've have ushered in 
through our Constitution. People are bound to underst^lnd—and I do not think 
they will be \\Torig in doijig so— that the rights conferred on the ad'jlt population 
of India are now being sought to be taken away by some means or thi other, 
because those who are interested in keeping their vested interf:sts in fact J«nd 
their like feel that they are likely to ht prejudiced or tndan^ered. That is 
the meaning that is likely to be placed, if we in a weak moment adopt this 
Resolution, either with or wibhout the support of Government. The people of 
India are likely to misunderstand us and doubt whether we have honest uud 
proper intentions. If we feel that the adult frar.ehise which we hi ve ushered 
in is likely to be dangerous to India and to her future, and consequently accept 
this Resolution, the people are not likely to n ake any mistake in understanding 
our intention correctly.

The positive qualifications that are uecesi^ary have been, m my opinion, 
aiready laid down. The qualification of being a citizen is quite enough. There 
need not be nnything more by way of ad.lition to it. As I have already analysed 
the possibility of the educational qualiHcation working hai-dship on the pect)le 
and limiting their choice, I think the House will probably agree with me in the 
opinion I have advanced There is no other qualification which one can think 
of. Property qualification being out of the question. I do not think that 
Parliament need take up this question of laying down additional q ialifications 
i\t all. That is the reason why I wish through my amendment to see that the 
.lecision of this Parliament should be that in addition to a person being of a 
particular age, and being a citizen of India, no fuither encuniberance on his 
being a legitimate and proper candidate for election to either House of the 
Parliament should be imposed,

SlUl M. A. Ayyang^ (Madras): I  would not keep the House long.
iinferruptiov).

Shri It- VelSyudliaaa (Tra,vancore-Cochin): Witl; your permission, Sir,
may T know whether Government arc in favour of the Resolution or not?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister will intervene at a proner stage.
Shri SkUiva: I  understood that there would be free expression of vt'^ws

in regaid to t<his matter and free voting also. My point is that this Resolutii.n 
Vhould continue, if it is not finished today, on another day. One more day 
should be given. This a very important matter.
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Shii Tyagi: It is not a matter of qualification. It is a matter of making 
rules. The question is one of his -vacating a seat. That question arises only 
after his election, and the question of qualification cannot arise after the elec
tion but before the election.

ffliri ]£. A. A3ryain^: I shall answer that. My hon. friend Mr. Tyagi 
thinks that a law relating to ŵ hich House he ought to lose his seat in, is there 
^ d  it is not a disqualification. Now, let us see article 102. It mentions 
(Various disqualifications: (a) if he holds an office of profit; (b) if he is of 
unsound mind; (c) if he is an undischarged insolvent; (d) if he is not a citizen

India; and (e) if he is so disqualified by or under any law made by Par
liament. I am inviting attention to sub-clause (e). Is it or is it not necessary 
in the case of a man who has committed an election offence that he ought to 
be prevented from standing for election again to Parliament? Apart from 
an election offence, we shall assume that he is guilty of a murder and instead 
of being hanged is sentenced to transportation for life— it is culpable homicide 
not amounting to murder, which is as good as committing murder. Should 
that man be allowed, when he is imdergoing imprisonment, to come in after, 
say, five years? If a man is convicted for inore than five years or more than 
1  ̂ years, many of us who were in jail know that he loses his seat. Air. 
Biswanath Das lost his seat and he could not come in for a period of five years. 
We may take it that under the previous dispensation they wanted to disqualify 
mo.st of our leaders. (Shri Sidhva: That does not exist now:) There are
heinous offences involving heavy moral turpitude. Say, a Bank Manager 
-who is grossly corrupt, or a blaek-marketeer, is sent-enced to three years’ 
imprisonment. Would you like that man to come in here? By various 
means he can induce the ordinary people in the villages and come here. 
Therefore, all that I am saying is that some kind of disqualification is neces- 
-sary. A person guilty of a thing like moral turpitude and so on ought not 
to come here. That must be made a positive disqualification.

As regards positive qualifications, I would only submit this. I agree that 
no property qualification ought to be imposed.* lirrespective of property, 
every one should have the right to vote. It has been said for a long time— 
*‘No" representation, no taxation”  or “ No taxation without representation” . 
I t  is not as if only a man who holds immovable property sudi as 
liouse, lands etc. pays taxes. Everybody in this country pays taxes either 
directly or indirectly.

Whoever uses cloth pays a certain kind of tax. Whoever uses kerosene or 
3 p. M. matches pays a tax by way of excise and customs duty. Of course 
some are fortunate enough to pay a tax like the income-tax cQrectly.

Dr. Detiunukli: Whoever lives in this country pays a tax.
Sliri T. T. Erishnamadian (Madras): And sales tax over and above.
Shri M. A. Ayyangar: Yes, if you purchase anything you pay a sales tax 

therefore, everyone in this country pays some tax or the other and to that 
extent he is entitled to come to this House. Of course, I am in entire agree
ment with my friends that no property qualifications should be imposed.

But my hon. friends w'ill readily agree that we are living in an age *of 
science. It is not as if when an educational qualification, however small it 
might be, is sought to be imposed, that a man is debarred from all elective 
offices. There is the village panchayat; there ifi the taluk board; there is the 
district board; there is the Legislative Assembly; there is the Legislative 
Council and there is the Parliament and the Upper Chamber. I know for ms- 
tance, in my part of the, country, a man who was just from the plough was
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anade the Chief Minister. What was he able to do? This is an age in which
you have to grow paddy out of mud without sowing even seed, l^iere are
many experiments which are made in Siberia to develop a kind of wheat which 
will be resistant to the great chiU there. A man simply because he is at the 
plough aU the twenty-four hours is not the best man to improve agriculture.

Dr. Dednnukfa.: Was he not a more sucoessful Chief Minister than many 
others?

Shri M. A. Aj^angar: It is a matter of opinion. I have no objection if my 
hon. friend were to hold that opinion.

Shri Ethiia)iilu Naidu (Mysore): Was he an illiterate?
Shri M. A. Ayyangar: I do not mean to say that. All that I say is that

the problems facing a panchayai in a village are different from the problems 
facing a country as a whole.

The Minister of State for Tramsp^ and Railways (Shri Saatli«iam): I do
not think the Deputy-Speaker was fair in mentioning the late Chief Minister of 
Madras, whom I consider to be as able as anybody else. .

Shri M. A. Ayyangar: I do agree with the hon. Minister’s observations. I 
never wanted to cast aspersions on anybody. What I intended to convey was 
that you have to watch the various schemes in progress in various parts of tn  ̂
oountrj". Even a four-year scheme becomes obsolet-e within two years. For 
instance, here various problems as to currency, finance and foreign exchage 
arise. We cannot grow money. Sometimes we have to grow money in the 
Nasik Printing Press. We have to manipulate many things, the repercussions 
of which we do not know. There was Dr. Schacht in Germany, where he 
brought the problems of inflation under control. Lord Keynes advised the 
minting of more money to solve the economic problems of U. K.

Dr. Deshmukh; They did not become Chief Ministers anywhere.
Shri M. A. Ayyangar: But they were in a position to advise the Chief 

Ministers,

Therefore, there is no point in placing a premium on ignorance. My 
brother may be interested in my welfare. But if I want to have an operation. 
1 cannot entrust him with an operation knife to operate on me. He will 
only cut my throat instead of operating. Therefore, there is no 
doiibt about the fact that it is absolutely necessary to lay d o ^  
some qualifications for legislators. Now we have laid  ̂ it down m 
our Constitution that for a period of t-en years there must be universal primary 
education up to the age of 14. At this stage it is not necessary^ to go into the 
details. But I  would suggest the acceptance of Mr. Kamath’s amendment 
which proposes the appointment of a committee to advise Government as to 
what are the points that should be taken into consideration in the fixation of 
minimum qualifications. I do not think any objection can be taken to such sm 
innocuous proposition as that.

Shrimati Burgabal: On a point of information. Sometime back the bon. 
Minister announced in the House that he was going to introduce a Bill fixing ihe 
qualifications both of the voters as well as of the candidates. I ]ust want^to 
know whether he is going to introduce that Bill in this session, and if so. when 
it is coming up.

The Ifinister of Law (Dr. Ambedkar^: That will have to be done; but I do 
not know when exactly it will be.
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Siuri Eamatii: I am glad that my hon. friend the Depuly-Speaker has made 
my path fairly smooth. The Eesolution. as moved by Prof. Shah, if amended 
as suggested by me, would read as follows;

“ This Hottse is of opind'on that qualifications be laid down for membership of Parliameot 
and Legislatures of States in the Union of India and that a Committee oi the House be 
appoint^ to make an early report on the subject so as to expedite legislation by Parlia
ment in accordance with article 84(c) and article 175(c) of the ConBtitution.”

4s wa« suggested by Mr. Ayyangar, within the limits prescribed in the Gona- 
titution, Parliament is competent to prescribe such additional qualifications a& 
it may deem necessary in this context.

The argument that was adduced by my hon. friend Dr. Deshmukh, I think, 
was not quite complete. He sought to say that certain amendments had been 
moved by Prof. iShah in the Constituent Assembly and tlie Assembly had vetoed 
them, had rejected them. The position, so far as I can recollect today, is that 
Prof, Shah moved certain amendments as regards qualifications and disqiiali- 
ficatioDs of Members of Parliament and of the State Legislatures. The propo
sition was supported by some of us in the Constituent Assembly, but T)r. 
Ambedkar who piloted the Constitution, replied that the Constitution envisaged 
such a possibility and he was going to make a specific provision in that regard. 
Accordingly clause (c) of article 84 and clause (c) of article 17.5
as also clause (e) of article 102 and clause (e) of article 191 wore adopted
by the Constituent Assembly. These four clauses empowered the future Par
liament of India to legislate in this regard as regards qualifications and
disqualifications. Dr. Ambedkar then said that tiiis matter was being >eft 
open, that Parliament could easily take it up Jater on and pass whatever law 
it deemed proper for the implementation of this purpose. On that assurance 
and on the adoption of the above clauses. Prof. Shah did not press his aniend- 
xnents.

I>r. Besihmukli: The amendment was in fact negatived.
Shri Eamath: A general assurance -ŵ s given that this matter would be 

taken up by Parliament. As my hon. friend Mr. Ayyangar pointed out there 
are offences— to take only one cate^rory of disqualifications—involving moral 
turpitude. What has the House got to say about that? I remember clearly 
what happened about this in the Constituent Assembly. I was myself a 
supporter of that amendment moved by Prof. Shah and Dr. Ambedkar said that 
it was premature for the Constituent Assembly to consider this matter and that 
Parliament when it met could take it ud and decide the course of act'on in 
this regard.

Much has been said by Dr. Deshmukh and also, I think, by Shrimatl 
Durgabai in the direction of limiting the power of Parliament in the choice of 
its candidates. Both were, I  understand, against any limitation being imposed 
upon the choice by the electorate of their candidates for Parliament or for the 
State Legislatures. May I ask in all humility bot^ of them whether the very 
restriction cf age is not a limitation?

Shrimati Durgabai: We have accepted it.

Shri Eamatli: We have thereby limited the choice clearly without any 
doubt. Is it not possible that there are men and women who though they 
might be under twenty-five, or under thirty in the other case, may be much 
wiser than people of fifty or sixty? I do not doubt the possibility. It may not be 
probable, but there have been instances in historj  ̂ where young men became 
not merely good politicians but sages and saints. The history of Maharashtra 
points to such examples where young people of twentyfive, or even under, 
became saints and were later acknowledged as world teachers. Therefore^ 
once we had accepted......
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Dr. Deflhmukh: Why is my friend taking so much time to beoonte a saint?
Siiri Samatli: I would be. quite happy to yield that place to my friend Dr. 

Panjabmo Deshmukh and I do not have any aspirations for that position. My 
JEriend is welcome to become the Shiromani of saints if he wants.

I was arguing that once this restriction has been accepted, it stands to 
reason that other qualificiations, or disqualifications— they go together—might 
be laid down and perhaps should be laid down so far as naembership of Parua- 
meut and of the State Legislatures is concerned. The President of the 
I Constituent Assembly, who is now the President of the Republic, in his final 
speech in the Constituent Assembly ou the eve of the adoption of the Constitu
tion towards the end of November last, said:

“ There are only two regrets which I must share with th« hon. Members. I would have 
hkeci to have some qualifications, laid down for Members of the Legislatures. It is anoma
lous that we should insist upon high qualifications for those who administer or help m 
administering the law but none for those who make it except that they are elected. A  
law giver requires intellectual equipment by even more than that capacity to take a 
balaricec] view of things, to act independently and above all to be true to those fundament^ 
thin<?s of life— in one word— to have character. I t  is not possible to devise any yard
stick for measuring the moral qualities of a man and so long as that is not possible, our 
Constitution will remain defective.

We have prepared a democratic Constitution. But successful working of democratic 
iiiRtitxition requires in those who have to work them willingness to iespec*t the view pomta 
of others, capacity for compromise and accoinmo'lation” .

He went on to sny that it was one of the regrets which he shared with the 
Members and he desired that qualifications might be laid down bv Parliament 
for Members of Parliament and of the State Legislatures.

The Resolution that Prof. Shah has moved seeks to i-ee that steps are taken 
forthw'ith to give effect to these qualifications being laid down by Parliament. 
My amendment leaves the whole matter open as suggested by my hon. friend 
Mr. Anantha;iayanam Ayyangar. It is likely that the Committee which this 
House will set up may conclude, as desired by Dr. Dephmukh and perhaps by 
Shrimati Durgabai also, that no qualifications are necessary at all for member
ship of Parliament or of the State Legislatures. It is competent for the 
Committee to decide either way. The i.ssue will not be prejudiced either way 
at this stage by accepting this amendment for setting up a Committee of the 
House. The only thing necessarv' is that the Committee should meet early, 
discuss the whole matter and report to the House? so that Government may be 
assisted in bringing forward the BiH necessary for the purpose.

Lastly I would only say one word and that is this that one of our eminent 
leaders is .reported to have said some time ago that so far as parliamentary and 
governmental work is concerned all of us are not equally good. We were all 
right when the Congres? was fighting the British Government. So far as tho 
struggle and the fight against the British Government was concerned they were 
fitted for that Part. But where parliamentary and governmental work is 
concerned many were not well suited to play their part., and unless they had 
other qualifie-ations they would not be able to plav that part consistently with 
the efficient discharge of their duty to the electorate and also to the nation, l i  
that be the view of our leaders I think they are inclined to see that mme 
Qualifications are laid down for membership of Parliament and of the State 
Legislatures.

Sllri Would you prefer to have qualifications for Ministers also?
Slin Kftmatb: A Minister cannot be a Minister unless he is a Member of 

the House.

ShriT7»gi: But would you have a higher qualification for the Minister?
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Shii Xamatb: The Committee can go into thst.
Shri Tyagl; Include that too.
Shri Kam&tli: I ■am willing to a-ccsept that amendment if my friend moves 

:that. ’

Dr. Deshmukh referred to a certain matter, about residence qualification for 
Members. This is not such an unimportant thing as some might think—the 
qualification of residence. It is perhaps desirable that so far as Members repre
senting a particular State are concerned they should have residence somewhere 
in that State. It may not be a particular city or town or district, but they 
must have residence in a particular State, because it has been contended by many 
people that persons who are elected from a particular State but not resident in 
that State cannot represent the interests of that State or fight for the interests 
of that State as well as other Members can. Therefore, this matter also can 
be gone into by this Committee. Of course property qualification is out of 
date and it is an anachronism today and nobody would press it. But so far 
as residence is concerned, the Conmiittee may examine if a candidate should 
be a resident of a particular State or a resident anywhere in India to represent 
any constituency whatsoever. Therefore, I move that a Committee of the 
House be appointed to go into this matter thoroughly as regards the qualifica
tions and the disqualifications of Members of Parliament and of State 
Legislatures, and that the Beport of the Committco may be presented to the 
House at an early date, so that legislation in this regard can be taken up by 
Government accordingly.

Shri Sidhva: I do not know whether you can find an ideal Member to sit 
in a Legislature in the whole country. I do not think you can. What one 
would require for membership of Parliament or Legislature is robust common- 
sense. He should in addition have alertness, shrewdness and enthusiasm for 
his work. These are the qualifications which a Member should possess.

Dr. Beshmukh: And obstinacy.
Shri Sidhva: A man of wide outlook and powers of observation enlarged by 

ti’avels in foreign countries would be better than one who has merely read some 
books. I would like hon. Members to see which is more important. When 
one travels widely he acquires far more knowledge than one who sits at home 
reading books. From this point of view I  am opposed to any educational 
qualifications? being prescribed for membership. I have very high respect for 
the expert knowledge of the University Degree holders such as lawyers, docton 
and so on. But I  do feel that an ordinary person with sufficient oommonsense 
is suitable for membership of the Legislature and of the local bodies. I hav* 
Been a member in the Bombay Legislative, Council who, though he did not 
know either English or his own language, had robust commonsense and parti* 
cipated in the debates in Hindustani and put questions and sponsored Bills. 
He had a secretary for him whose duty it was to read out to him all papers 
concerned with his activities as a Member of the Legislature. His common- 
sense view on all matters prevailed and he had no difficulty in understandinij 
things going on in the Council.

Shri Eamath: Was he educated?
Shri Sidhva: Not educated. He did not know his own language, Urdu. 

He educated himself, his secretary reading out the papers for him. Similarly, 
in local bodies I have seen men without educational qualifications functioning 
well as Members. Their commonsense view of matters oonnected with the 
administration was sometimes sounder than that of educated or intelligent 
men. Therefore, in these democratic days, you cannot disqualify such men 
to m  membership of Parliament. I  do not know why my hpn. friend the Deputy-
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Speaker laid stress on these qualifications. He mentioned the question of 
moral turpitude. He probably had in mind the Chief Minister of Madras. If 
lie takes as an illustration the case of our Chief Minister here . . .

Mr. Speaker: I do not think Shri Ananthasayanam Ayyangar saM anything 
of that kind. Perhaps the hon. Member is attributing to him sometihing whi«h 
he did not say and understood him in a manner which he did not mean. His 
only point, as I understood it, was that because a particular person has con
ducted himself well or has knowledge of a particular thing, it does not follow 
that he is therefore good enough even for carrying on the work in the Legis
lature. That is the only point he stressed. I think be amplified his point by 
saying that he would not trust to be operated upon by his brother, merely 
becau.se he wa« hi? brother, unless he had sufiicient knowledge for doing an 
operation. The point was that the person should have knowledge of the parti
cular thing. I  do not think we need stress that point now.

Shri Sidliva: I  was only giving an illustration. J can cite a number of 
Prime Ministers and Ministers who have distinguished themselves without any 
kind of University qualifications and who had discharged their duties faithfully, 
arduously and efficiently, better even than the so-called learned men. I do 
not want to say that I have no respect for Degrees. But it should not be said 
that only Degree-holders should be............

Mr. Speaker: May I point out that, after listening to this debate, it looka 
as if the whole gist of the Resolution seems to have been not properly appreciat
ed? The question is whether the House believes that there should be 
qualifications or whether there should not be any. If they want that there 
should be qualifications then the question as to what those qualifications should 
be will have to be determined later. Of course, Members may as well give 
their views as to what the qualifications should be and what the qualifications 
should not be. That would help the Committee, if one is to be appointed, or 
the Government, in arriving at a decision. But one need not go seriously into 
every detail in regard to this.

®iri Sidhva: If a Member is for it he will give reasons in favour of it, and 
if he is against it he will give his reasons for that too.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Member was referring to educational qualifications 
in great detail.

Shri Sidhva: Thanks, Sir. What I was going to say was that local bodies 
and legislatures were full of lawyers and doctors. They played their part verr 
well and helped the progress of the country in those days immensely. But i  
also found that the doctors were very often absent from the CouTioils and 
therefore could not have discharged their duties on account of the fact that 
they had to attend to their profession. Siich people though they have profen* 
sional brilliance are not the sort of people we want in our Councils. Here we 
want people who will represent the interests of their constituencies and of India. 
Such people must therefore be returned to Parliament.

Now I  come to the question of age. The Constitution has prescribed the 
ages of 25 and 30. So we cannot disturb the limit of are which is already fixed.
A man at the age of 70 may be mentally more alert and spiritually more mature 
than a man of 50. Therefore there should be no limit in regard to age. Now, 
as regards age, what is liie poeiMon in our own Cabinet? {Jnterniption) Three 
or four have exceeded 60 or 65 yet they are very brilliant and are guiding the 
destiny of the whole country. Would you dismiss them because they are over
aged? For public life there is no question of over-age. ([ntem i'ption).
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Shii KamAth.: Have a minimuni age and not a maximum.

Speater; The unfortunate result of these interruptions is that the link 
of his argument is broken.

Shri ^ v a :  That is correct. In pubiic life there can be no age-limit. In 
because there may be other aspirants waiting tô  

take the places of the older men. That is why 55 or 60 is the date of retire
ment for them. In public hfe. a man who is 60 mav be more useful than a 
young man of 40 I. however accept the minimum a?e fixed in the Constitu
tion, though we have the nistanee of men like Pitt who entereil public life 
m his 21st year and Gladstone in his 23rd year. We know how -:i]astriou» 
these people were. I want to say that both youiig and old v̂ill be able to guide 
the destiny of the country. Therefore there should be no ace-limit' for 
njembersh:p of Parliament.

The next point on which I wish to sav a few words relates to residential 
qualification for membership. This is Parliament of India and. as such, any 
man. wnert!ver may be his residence, should be allowed to stnnd for 
election. J)i. Deshmukh pointed out the case of Pajkuntari Ahiritkaur. I 
would say that Sardar Patel and Pandit Jaw&harlai too would not have this 
residential qualification. They were living in Ahmedabad and Allahabad three 
years ago. If the residential qualification is to be îx months’ or one; vear’s 
residence, where will they be? ^

An Hon. Member; Delhi.

S M  p ih v a :  You cannot find seats for all in Delhi. Mv point therefore is 
that in the best interests of the country and :n order to provide wider scope for 
selection we must have no residential qualifications. Provided a man is a 
citizen of India he .should be considered to have the residential (juaiification 
necessary Now, what was done for the elections to the Constituent Assembly^ 
Persons from aU part .̂ of India were elected, even though at that time India 
had not been divided. That was the outlook of our leaders. They thought 
that the selection should not be confined to particular cities or localities. Par
liament IS not anything difiFerent from that body. For the State Legislatures, 
however, there may be residential qualifications prescribed. Parliamien/b is 
something superior. For being a representative here one must have knowledge 
of and interest in all India matters. I do not want to be asked to confine inv 
interest to the Madhya Bharat or Bombay, I want to know something about 
Madras, about Assam and so on. As far as I am concerned I think I have 
shown from the questions I am putting that I am interested in all parts of 
India. That should be the attitude of everybody. Members should not confine 
their attention to their own villages or cities or even districts. Of 
course there are many Members who are taking that view and are 
putting questions of interest to all India. If you are not going to have a dis
tinction between the State Legislature and Parliament of India, we will be 
nowhere. We will be confronted here also with local matters. Here we are 
concerned with imoortant matters such as Defence, Communications, Posts 
and Telegraphs and Railways. In regard to these matters one should have 
some kno'i^ledge before he desires to stand for election to Parliament. I would 
certainly’ say that a person should not be elected direotly to Parliament in the 
first instance on entering his political career. Of course the voters will know 
what service he has done to the country. They will ascertain whether he has 
been a member of a local body and has done some public service. Voters have- 
commonsense enough to return to Parliament on^y persons who have rendered 
service to the country. "
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From the edu ’̂ation point of view in adult franchise we have got 85 per cent, 
people who are illiterate and sometimes I  do think of the problem as to what 
would happen if 85 per cent, of Parliament is composed of illiterates. I  hav^ 
an open mind in this respect but that does not mean that I  want to say that 
they don’t have intelligence. If there is &-ome concrete proposal to get away 
from that difficulty, I  am prepared to listen to the same but I  am not prepar«Jd 
to rule out the question merely because he is illiterate.

An Hon. Member: What is your suggestion?
Shri Sidhva: I  said I  have an open mind but if no proper solution is forth

coming then I am for all illiterate people rather than give few seats to literate 
people. After all 85 per cent, illiterates are not going to come. We must see
that we should have bright intelligent persons. I have seen in this Parliament 
new Members who are very intelligent and they have broad outlook. They 
have come here straightway without entering even the Provincial Legislatures. I 
give them credit because they have rendered some kind of service outside. 
Prof. Shah may have a good object but I  am sorry that a man of his outlodt 
who has always fought for socialism and whom I have heard contmuously in 
the Constituent Assembly and in this Paiiiament— ĥe has a broad outlook and 
goes farther aherid than some of us in his views and outlook— should have 
asked the House to restrict the qualifications of a Member- I don’t want any 
kind of restriction to be imposed upon a Member who chooses to enter Fariia- 
ment. I have trifd to study many Constitutions to see whether anywhere there 
-are such qualifications existing . . .
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Seth Gavind Bae (Madhya Pradesh): In many places.

Shri Sidhva: Will you mention me the names? It is no use saying that there 
are many places. In Ireland there is some kind of vague statement of qualifi
cation. Nowhere else is there any qualification reqnir^ for a man to become 
a  Member of the Legislatiuie. If the Law Minister has in mind the danger 
that the illiterates will probably fill up the House, then let him convince me 
and the House that this kind of check will be necessary. I  am prepared to 
consider it if a solution is found to overcome the difficulty, Dr, Ambedkar Is 
a liberal minded man and has broad outlook and therefore I  am sure he will 
not commit this Government in restricting the franchise qualification. He haa 
all long played a very prominent part and has shown a very broad outlook and 
I  don’t desire that he will tell his Government not to put any kind of curtail
ment upon the qualifications of Members.

Shri B. Bhagat: I could not understand the Besolution of Prof. Shah
for whose learning and erudition I have the greatest respect.

[Mr. D eputy-Speaker in the Chair].

He said in his speech that by this Resolution he does not want w> curtail the 
rights of aduH franchise given in the Constitution or the democratic tradition 
that has developed in this country but what he wants is to lay down certain 
qualifications for Members of Parliament which may be convenient or which 
may go to enhance the prestige of the House or which may go to enhance the 
qualifications of the Members so as to make them more competent to do thdr 
Parliamentary work. But it is the lesson of history—and I  know Prof. Shah 
has been a student of Politics and History throughout his life where he has 
stood for progressive and socialistic principles—the success of Parliamentary 
Government depends on most fundamental things. In his books on Fincuace 
4ind planning he has stood for ^jnqualified progressive views. But here he stands 
in contrast with those views and we find that through the qualifications as enu
merated by him, we will restrict the right of franchise. He has not been clear 
liimself as to what actual qualifications in addition to the qualification of age
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and citizenship that have been provided in the Gonstilnition, should be given, 
for Membets of Parliament. It is a matt^ of histo^ that in all titie diaoussions. 
that have taken place regarding the quaMcation of Members—be they 
of property or of education or of residence or anything else— it has 
oome down as an accepted principle that any other qualification save 
and cxcept the qualifications of age and cil^enship if they are provided, will 
go to ciutail the Fundamental Bights of the people for electing their Members 
and for running Government in a democratic way. From this point of view 

Besolution is static and we are at present fac^ with a dynamic situation. 
We have just begun an experiment in democracy which is going to be of not 
only great importance in the South East Asian countries but for the whole 
world because only a year or two hence we will be having elections in which 
about 170 million people will cast their votes and that is going to be a very 
big experiment in democracy and that will give an experience not only to this 
country but to the whole world in the art of democracy and representative 
Government. As England, during the 19th Century, gave great democratic 
traditions, India, through her experiences in successive elections on adult 
franchise in which a great many people will participate, will provide rich 
experiences in democracy to the world. So this is a dynamic situation and to 
pass a static resolution like this, in which we tie down the qualifications of 
Members- of Parliament and the successive Membei-s who are going to play a 
great role in the history of human freedom and democratic Government wiU 
be the height of unwisdom. One qualification that he put forward was that 
people from higher classes or people who have no work or people who don’t 
represent anybody, they should not be allowed to come. He said people wha 
do some productive work, as in USSR, should be allowed to be Members in 
Parliament but even if you have the background of Russia, you will see that 
in recent elections these professions of Russia have not been strictly adhered 
to in practice.

The other thing he said was that we must have a qualification of residence. 
"We do not find it in any Constitution of the World except in some of the 
States in U.S.A.

In some of these Southern States they have the qualification of residence 
for the candidates, but in the recent books of American Democracy by Harold 
Laski and other writers, they have come to the conclusion that this principle 
of residence has worked detrimentally to the character or competence of the 
Members of those States. So, if we fix this qualification here, it will not 
bring us also any satisfactory results.

Another point that I  want to say is that the key-note of Prof. Shah’s 
resolution is that he is eager that the quality of this House should improve, 
the quality of the Members, their qualifications, their competence should 
go up, so that this Parliament, this experiment in democracy in tiiis 
counta^ should not meet with the same fate which many Continental and 
European countries have experienced in democracy. In his eagerness he says 
that the qualifications of Members should be such that they should discharge 
their functions well. What I want to point out to the mover of the Resolution 
is that for the success of democracy in any country, what is required is not 
the merit or the qualification of Members who are represented in the House 
but the overall atmosphere in the country, and what the political philosopher 
calls the "democratic temper”  that is prevalent in the country which is the 
main thing which leads to the success of democracy in any country. You have 
the difference between the democratic tradition of A e  U.S.A. and the U.K. and 
the triadit^ns of tihe CJontfinenJfcâ  ooimtries like Itialy aiid South Eastern 
European countries. The main reason why democracy in latter countries failed, 
was because the people lacked the democratic temper and they had not those



institutions in the countiy which go to ensure the success of democracy in 
them. What we require here is the creation of those democratic institutions 
which will lead us tow£u:ds the success of democracy in this country.

Linked up with this question is the fact that we have before us the adult  ̂
franchise; the national movement has widened our scope of the social and 
economic horizon. The economic horizen is such that we must have the 
widest possible franchise. Any qualification, however progressive or beautiful 
it may be on the face, I am sure, is sure to be misunderstood by the masses, 
because the revolting masses who have fought for their freedom are impatient 
for reforms; there is a sort of frustration among them. They want some change; 
this is the temper of the masses and at this time, if you want to put some sort 
of qualifications, however well-meaning .they may be, however well-meant they 
may be and however beautiful and progressive they may be, they are going to 
be misunderstood, situated as we are today. I would appeal to the Mover of 
the resolution that if we want to make the Parliamentary Government in this 
country more effective, we should try to develop real democratic institutions 
and the right democratic temper which is needed. What is needed is that the 
Members may not have instructions but they must have passion which will take 
the country far on the road to democracy. That passion can come only through 
party Government. I find that none of the Members of this House have 
touched this important point. The party provides the passion for executing its 
programme. It chooses its candidates for election. This is the role of parties 
in a democracy. If we truly understand the role of the party, we will see that 
none of the fears and suspicion of Prof. Shah will prove to be correct. You know 
the party selects the candidates and what is the principle with which the selec
tion is made? The first law of politics to which all other laws are subordinated 
IS the law of Victory. That candidate is selected who has the chance to get 
elected and I think from that point of view a candidate who can lead 7  ̂ lakhs of 
people is a fit candidate for election. If a candidate has that sort of competence, 
I  think he is the right person to be the Member of Parliament. I say that 
democracy is not a Government of the expert but it is the Government of the 
people; democracy is a Government of the layman. What I mean by this 
is that by merely schooling or formal education we cannot make a man a 
legislator but a legislator is made by the experience he possesses, by the 
touch which he has with the masses and I do not agree that a Member should 
necessarily possess the qualifications which Professor Shah wants him to 
possess. At this juncture I  venture to plead that we should not put any 
qualification for Members as this will come as a straight jacket. It is better 
if we leave scope for future action. I will conclude bj" quoting Finer, a great 
authority on the subject.

“ I emphasize with ail strength that it is exactly this uncertainty as to who is ‘right’ 
and ‘good’ in judging the direction the society should take which has given birth to demo
cracy and repreaentatiive Government whereas conviction of certainty has often given rise to- 
minority and despotic GrovemmMit.”

Shii Bathnaswamy: I should like to say a few words on one qualification 
on which some of the speakers were emphasizing. Let me make it clear, 
that after all the representatives here at the Centre and the re- 
preseDtatives in the various States represent not so much the intel
lectuals of the country, but the teeming down-trodden and dumb mil
lions of India, So much so, that it may deprive the masses of having 
an opi)ortunity of sending their representatives who would espouse their causa 
in an effective manner. I may draw your attention to some of the illustrious 
examples in the destinies of some of the countries like Czechoslovakia, Eussia 
and many other countries in the world. I may tell you that the founder of 
Czechoslovakia was an ordinary cobbler, who neither had any education, in
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the sense in which we understand it today nor had anything to boast of which 
a politician of modern times could boast. 1 may tell you that the powerful 
dictator of Bussia today is one who had not the opportunity of entering the 
portals of any university. Coming very nearer to Britain, we find today a 
person no other than Mr. Churchill, who did not have any opportunity of 
receiving University education. We find him as one of the examples of brilliant 
orators, a person who could be compared only to Edmund Burke. It may be 
interesting to know that founders of the Labour Party in Britain were persons 
who had meagre education. For instance, Mr. Bevin, I gather, was only a 
dish washer and afterwards, he entered some factory as a nail driver. Many 
others like Mr. Morrison and other prominent leaders of the Labour Party 
today did not have any university education. I submit, in fixing some education- 
a1 quahfication for membership of Parliament or the State legislatures, there 
is a danger of depriving the teeming millions of our people, particularly the 
scheduled castes and the backward classes, from sending their representatives. 
Bome mends, to our joy, were referring to persons like Akbar and Hyder Ali, 
who, I gather, had absolutely no education. Many of us are deluded into 
-thinking that only persons who have had some sort of education hke the 
university education can be in a position to guide the destinies of the country.
I may tell you that I for one have neither faith nor admiration of the kind of 
education we have been receiving in our Universities. Therefore, I submit 
that any kind of emphasis laid on educational quahfications or other qualifi
cations like age or residence would deprive hundreds of young men and thou
sands of people of their valuable right. By virtue of the environments in 
which they have been brought up, they would be deprived of an opportunity 
of guiding the destinies of our country, and espousing the cause of the down
trodden and the teeming millions of India.

I  have got some fancy ideas to suggest which I hope would be appealing
to this distinguished and honourable House, particularly at a time when our
country- is struggling hard to keep pace with other countries, with the rest 
of the world. You also said, Sir, that while other countries were advancing
in science, we were advancing not in science, but in mortality and illiteracy.
At such a time, I would submit that unless a person is able to put forth a 
certain amount of constructive effort for nation-building, for the progress and 
prosperity of the country as a whole, he should not be allowed to represent the 
people in Parliament. Our coimtry is so much lagging behind in production; 
without production our country may not be able to lift her head and have a 
respectable place in the comity of nations. At such a time, it w'ould be more 
proper, sound and sensible to say that a certain amount of productive labour 
and a certain amount of constructive effort is essential to one who wants to 
represent the people in Parliament.

I do not want to take up much of the time of the House; I would conclude 
by saying a word or two. We are very' largely influenced by Gandhian ideal® 
and the Gandhian way of thinking. In a country like ours which can boast of 
hoarj  ̂ traditions, ancient glories and culture— India can be proud of these 
things— it would be very fair and appropriate to say that only men who possess 
character,. (Bulture. people who can command the confidence and affection of 
the people should be returned to ParKament and the State Legislatures. Such 
qualities of the heart more than the head are very essential at such a tim® 
when you find so much of corruption in the public" life of the country. More 
emphasis should be laid on culture and character, integrity, political and per- 
W ia l honesty. Tireae are the essential qualities of a public man. more so.
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in regard to a person who wants to reprcBoat the people in Padiament, I  do 
not want to say more. I  only hope that the House would give due wnsider^ 
tion to my point that qualifications l ik e  education or r e s id e n c e  would not ^  
appropriate in our eoun<ay» but that cbaiaoter, integrity and pohtical hones^. 
would be more essential for a Member of ParUament.

Sbri B. K. l>a»: With the two amendments that I moved in "
part of the day, the resolution moved by my hon. friend Prof. K. T. waA..
read thus:

“ This House is of opinion that qualifications other than what are provided for in
(a) and (b) of article 84 of the Constitution in case of Pailiament and in (a)
of article 173 in case of the Legislature of a State be laid down for member^ip 
Hament and Legislatures of States in the Union of Lidia and that a Conunitte© pe tL-
to consider the question and submit their report at an early date.”

I want that a Committee should be appoint-ed to consider the question of 
the additional qualifications to be laid down for membership of Parliament and 
Legislatures of States. I feel that the Constitution makers had in mind that 
there should be some additioi^al qualifications to those laid down in those 

^articles referred to above. What those* qualifications should be, whether 
/they should be educational qualifications or others, should be consi- 
' dered by a Committee that I have ventured to suggest. Some hon. 

Members have dealt with the disadvantages of having educational qualifica
tions or other qualifications and stated that that may hinder the entrance of 
certain persons into the legislatures. But there is no doubt about one thing. 
We want the right sort of persons in this House. Parliament should consist 
of persons who have enough experience and knowledge of parliamentazy work. 
If my hon. friend Mr. SiSiva was opposing the resolution of my hon. friemd 
Prof. Shah, I think he said much in favour of the proposition that s<«ne qualifi
cations ought to be there. Mr. Sidhva said that people who had experience 
and knowledge of affairs of the country and of the whole of India, and who 
have strong commonsense and who have wide experience can come into Parlia- 
, ment. May I say, that if the Committee lays down such a quahfication for 

Members, it will be in consonance with the spirit of the article or with the 
spirit of what Mr. Sidhva himseK told us while opposing the Besolution of 
Prof. Shah? What I understood from the speeches of my learned friends 
Dr, Deshmukh suid Mr. Sidhva is this, that they do not want any educational 
qualification to be laid down. But at the same time I could not find anything, 
not a single ŵ ord in the speeches where they want that all and sundry should 
come into the Legislature.

Dr. Deshmukh: They won’t come. The voters will not send them.
Shri B. K. Das: Yes, we may depend on the commonsense of the voters. 

But we have experience enough to say that sometimes some kind of freniy 
may overtake them and then they may send people who may not be the right 
sort of people. Therefore, I say, if we have enough confidence in our people, 
we should give them a lead so that they may send the right sort of people.
If we refer to article SO of the Constitution, we find that it is laid down there 
that the President while choosing members to the Counoil of States may 
nominate a person who has social service in his favour. Suppose the committee 
goes into the question and lays it down as a condition that a person should 
have some social service in his favour in order to stand as a candidate for 
membership of Parliament, I don’t think Dr. Deshmukh will have any objection. 
What he is afraid of, and other Members of his view are afraid of is that in 
a country where many are illiterate, if we lay down amy educational qualifi
cation, that will go against the country, and many people will be barred from 
entering Parliament. But if I understajid Prof. Shah aright and the. spirit
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In  wliicli he has brought forward this Resolution, and also from the speech 
that he made and the amendments he moved in the Constituent Assembly.
I  think that he onlv wants that there should be men who have knowledge of 
reading and writing“ Will that be too bad to have men who have the know
ledge of reading and writing? Do we want that illiterate persons should
come into Parliament? Do we think illiterate persons will have this sort of
wide knowledge and experience of things that we want? Of course, Mr. Sidhva.
from his experience of local bodies testified to the experience of common
people who have done their part very well. Yes, I also do not belong to an 
urban part of the country. I come from a village, and I have seen people 
who have commonsense and who by their commonsense can understand many 

Today with this adult franchise before us, we have trusted the electo
rate° and there is no doubt about that. But should we not devise some means 
bv which we can get the right sort of people here? Our friends seem to be 
afraid that if some conditions are laid down, if some simple qualifications 
are laid down that will be against the interests of the common people, and 
against the interests of the electorate. I do not think, however, if it is laid 
down that a person with social service to his credit, a person who knows how 
to read and write, a person who has experience and knowledge of affairs may 
come into Parliament, that that will go against the interests of the electorate.

Mr. Sidhva said that practising doctors often remain absent from their 
work. Therefore, may I take it that practising lawyers also are in the same 
position?* And if some condition is laid down to the effect that persons who 
are in active practice will be barred from standing as candidates, will that 
not Pnsure that people who are ready to give wholetime work will come in? 
Or at least if it be laid down that the lawyers or men of other professions who 
come into Parliament, during their membership will not practice, or actively 
carrv on their profession, then I think our friends who are opposing the Resolu- 
tion’̂  moved by Prof. Shah will have no reasons to complain. I should not be 
misunderstood. I do think that high academic qualifications should not be 
laid down. Rather I am afraid of the Legislature or Parliament being turned 
into a debating society of academicians. What I want is that there should be 
more people who have service to their credit, who have commonsense, who 
have knowledge and experience of wordly matters. We in the Congress, when 
we non-co-operated, when we went out of the schools and colleges we took 
away our young men from these institutions, we thought that those persons 
would, some day, be better citizens and be better able to be the representatives 
of the people. I have not changed that view even today. I hold that those 
who have to their credit service of thirty or even more years are quite fit 
people to be Members of Parliament. But when I was bearing the learned 
doctor, and our learned lawyer, Shrimati Durgabai, I was wondering whether 
they were not afraid, themselves having much of learning that people not 
having much learning may not be able to do justice here in this Parliament.

Shrimati Durgabail My point is that the House is not lacking in learning, 
but that learning must be made use of.

Sbli B. K. Das: I quite agree. But I was rather amazed to see my learned 
friend Shrimati Durgabai opposing any educational qualifications being laid 
d d ^ .  That is what 1 am complaining of.

I  shall conclude by saying that I  want a committee to be appointed to go 
into the whole question and to lay down such qualifications as are necessary 
60 that the proper sort of people may come into Parliament,
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{English translation of the above speech)

Beth Ck>viad "Dm: The quesiiion before us i& not an easy cne. But I would 
.̂ 0 to such an extent to sa^ that it is one of the most difficult questions. Much 
can be said on both the sides. We have accepted democracy . Frani^iee has 
^ e n  granted to each and every individual of above 21 years of age. The quali
fications that have been laid down for the candidates are identical excepting ike  
age limit to those that have been fixed for a voter. It can be said that when 
on thfc one hand we have granted adult franchise and if we were to lay down 
some minimum qualification for the candidates then it would be just like taking 
away from left hand what has been given by the right one. I do not also ac
cept that the arguments ^hat have been put for\\̂ ai*d in this respect are quite 
frivolous. I do acknowledge that these arguments are sufficiently weighty. 
Then there is another side of this question also and we cannot shut our eyes 
from that. We see that for all posts in>rolving responsibility, for example take 
the case of the judges who have to decide whether the laws that we send to 
them are being acted upon properly or not, we lay down certain qualifications. 
We do not elect these judges on the basis of adult franchise. When for tb© 
courts that give decision on legal points we have laid down some qualifications 
then it would be rather strange not to have laid down any qualification for 
those hon. Members who pass these laws. Then we have to pay atitention 
towards such arguments that some minimum qualifications must be laid down 
ior the candidates and these arguments also carry weight.
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1 have been a Membei of the Central Legislature for the last 27 years and

have been a Member in those days when very high financial qualifications had
been laid down. I, along with Pandit Moti Lai Nehru, was elected for the
first time to this Central Legislature in 1 ^ 3  from the Madhya Pradesh
Zaniindars Constituency; Then I was elected to the Council of States ond 
everybody knows the conditions of franchise that were there. But in spitf*. of 
all this I like to submit that no financial qualifications shoi^ld be laid down. 
The days have gone wiien it was generally accepted that: Sarvcgunak Kanchana^ 
m aH liTayante meaning thereby that all the virtues are contained in gold or 
wealth.

But the qucdificatdon^s regarding educational attainments are no doubt such 
that we will have to take them into consideration. From the Bpeechee that I  
heard here today I have come to Imow that some hon. friends believe that if we 
tiould accept the principle of minimum academic qualifications then we would 
be faced with very high sounding qualifications and only those persons wha 
would be graduates of some university or the other would only be elected. 
But it is not so. But if such persons, whom we call ‘ thumb impressioners*^ 
would be elected to this Parliament then it would go against the prestige of this 
Parliament, the prestige that it should command in the world outside being the 
Parliament of such a big country. It is quite true that we come across such 
persons in the world history who were perfect illiterate'?. Emperor Akbar 
could hardly write his own name, Maharaja Ranjit Singh also could not write 
his name, but these persons were exceptions. By quoting snch instances we 
cannot say that the academic qualifications are of no worth and onlv the iUite- 
rates are invariably the most capable. Therefore we should not place anv 
financial qualifications, but as far as the question of academic qualifications is 
concerned we have surely to take it into consideration. Besides this academic 
qualification is not the o]:ily qualification that we have to take into consideration. 
There are other qualifications also that could be taken into consideration, i  
Would give an example. In the Constitution of the Congress, the Constitution 
that we have recently adopted, we have prescribed three oategories of members, 
and only the active members can seek election to the various offices, that is 
to «=ay, only those members are permitt-ed to seek election who through theff 
Work have given a somewhat proof of their abilities. The academic qualifica
tion I deem to be essential, but as compared to the academic qualifications I  
lay more stress on two other qualifications. The first qualification is that of 
character or morality. As far as standard of morality is concerned the persons* 
that we send to Parliament must be of such a high morality and charact̂ ear 
that against whom no fingers could be raised. There are certain provisions in 
our Constitution that lay down certain disqualifications for persons seeking 
elections. I  would request the hon. Minister of Law to t«ke this matter into 
consideration and suggest other means also besides these provisions so thafr 
from the rnorality standpoint no such person should happen to be elected who 
may be quite unfit for that. He should better suggest some other means also 
to this effect.

The other qur l̂ification about which I would submit is thel of social service.
I  know that though our country may not be literate today but a majority 
of cu>' vnst population can recognise true service. I  also knW  this fact that 
if ^uch a person who may not have rendered any service to the country would 
be set up for election then he would not be able to get any votes. In spite of 
all this service is no doubt an important qualification and we have to take it 
into consideration.
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Id the old days there existed many democracies in India. Though the 
country as a whole was ne’̂ er a democracy yet at places small republics like that 
of L i c k k i v i e s  existed. Here in India small republics existed in the days when 
in Greece City States like those of Athens and Sparta existed long before the 
f.dvent̂  of the Christian era. In ancient India the village panc^tayats also had 
an important place. A book has been published by the Oxford Umversity 
Press. In that bOok detailed accounts of the working of the old village re- 
rubiics have been givan. If we go through that book then we conae to Imow
that for the persons who aspired to become village panch «hir};e.?n djsqua.iuca-
tions had been laid down. I iust tried to obtain that book but it is not available 
in our Library, but I do remrmber two of the disqualificatioi*s mentioned there
in. Ojte of them was that no one could be elected as vlHap jrtinch if he
hanpened to be a village traitor, the second laid the same restrictions on those
whc happened to be traitors to the country. Out of these 13 disquaUfications the 
above two were specially followed by our old republics and nobody who happen
ed either to be a village traitor or a traitor to the country, could become a 
member. In Madras an inscription has also been discovered, the inscriptioii 
i? very old. In this inscription also these 13 disqualifications have been dis
cussed in detail.

Some time back our President, who was the President of the Congress as 
well as of the Constitue-it Assembly at that time, paid a visit to Jubbulpore. 
He was given an at home by the Rotary Club, Jubbulpore. I  still remember 
the bpeech that he deliveied at that at home. In his speech he had said that 
*hough we have accepted the principle ( f  adult franchise, and this principle is 
no doubt quite right as well, yet as far as the question of the candidates goes, 
we will have to think it over again. H.-. had said that while appointing judges, 
who are 'responsible for enforcing our lawt, and legislation:- ir. the courts, we 
take their qualifications into consideration then how fa* it would be right 
to say that any person, whatever his qualifications may be, can seek electi<^ 
to that legislature which enacts these laws and so we have to think over this 
question. At that time he had placed this poser not before my home town and 
province only but had it before the country as a whole. We have noi
t>i en able to find any solntioc to that poser as yet. It is a fact that we have 
.‘iccppted the principle of democrac;v, but had democracy been the best system 
of Goveriimeni in the world then why after the democracies cf hichhivi in India 
and Athene and -Sparta in Greece big empire would have come into being 
Brice, who is such a staunch suppoi-ter of democracy, has in his book 
Democracy written that be himself feels doubtful whether the demociatic 
svstem is the best fonu of Government ir the world and al the end he has 
written that at time he beffir« to feel that the fanious theory of the East, that 
is everything comes by rotation, appears to be quite right and so he begins to 
have doubts in the excellence of the democratic system of Government. At 
one place Hitler had said that if millions of people were to be brought together 
and if all of them happened to be fools then in spite of their being so great m 
i^umber he failed to understand fron. where they would derive intelligence. 
Late lamented Br, Iqbal, the great Persian and Urdu poet, has at a place said 
that, “ Democracy is such a kind of Government wherein only heads are count
ed but intelligen^'e is not weighed” . I am no doubt a suppoHer of democracy 
but I am not in the least prepared to accept that democracy and democracy alone 
is the best form of Government in the world and that it alwiiys functions right
ly. When dem(V3racy ,qoes corrupt then the people wish thai democracy may 
better be finished and the reins of Goveri.ment be talren over by some certain 
individual and on the contrary when autocracy becomes power-mad then the 
people wish for the establishment of democr^y. Throughout in the human 
history of the world I have come across this fact Therefore if we were to accept
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that democracy is the best foran of Government in the world and were not to 
pay any attention towards the question of academic qualiije&tions, standard of 
mora}ity and record of service of those persons, whom we elect to run this 
demo(a?aoy, then I very much doubt if such a system of democracy would prove 
ben^ciad to the interests of the country. It is just possible it may prove 
bcnefic^  for seme timj it would Bot last for long and I have not the leas^ 
dt>ubt in thag tiling.

But it has to be accept-ed ^ a t  tb6 whole question it> extremely diffiou^. 
Therefore to me the suggestion given by Shri Kamath appears to be quite 
proper that a committee should be appointed for this work and the entire 
question be referred to the said committee.

Prc«, K , K. BiUkttachaiya (Uttar Pradesh); I must avtvil myself of a few 
minutes for expressing mv view on this matter. The Oracles have spoken, 
both at Delhi and Dodoiu^" and it is for the Members of this House to decide 
■fo v/bieh voice they v/ould listen. I am convir-ccd of one fact and it is this, 
that there can be no h-iiTn in adopting Mr. Kamath’q ant|?ijdment. The simple 
fact iii that Mr. Kamath has not: in that amendment stated that he puts a 
premumi on any educational qualification. He has not stated that he wants 
that all M.As.,* Ph.Ds., and LL.Ds should come in- On the other hand, 
he has also not stated there that only illiterates should flock intg the House.

It is an ess'bntial nccePv̂ ity that Parliamentary life ir. our countrj^ must be 
kept on an even keel, and for that reason it is of'essential importance that men 
with self-sacrifice, men who have had the training in some municipal bodies or 
in corporations, or who have devoted themselves to some ether public organi
sation should come forward in order to put upon themselves the responsibility 
of administerin'^ the feintc. When we were fighting against the British Govem- 
m6nt, the days were the days of slogans, those were the days also of pure, 
pristine nationalism and patriotism. Now we have got independence 
ajid we have to maintain the highest traditions of Parliamentary life, 
and for that reason it is essentia that this House, or for the matter 
of that the State Legislatures, should not be swamped by mere 
illiterates simply because 90 per cent, of the people of the country are 
illiterate. Surely, I shall not subscribe to that proposition that Parliamentary 
life can be run more efficiortly by ilUterateg than by literates I I  am a literate 
man myself and I can say this with confidence that even if there were literates 
pure and simple, without any idea of public service, they wiU be able to render 
a greater amount of public service than can be rendf'red by all the illiterates 
without any public service. These are the days when one must have specialised 
knowledge in economics, politics, sociology and so forth, especially in this 
Parliament of ours where matters of the highest importance are discussed. We 
have got to stivnd on a ftotiug of equality with the ir.eniberp of other Parlia- 
m înts all over the w(-rld. Therefore, at the time of the rext elections when, 
with adult franchise, 90 per cent, of illiterates would be facing us, if we say, 
"'No qualifications. Every illiterate man can come in” , is it to be meant that 
we should say also, “ Illiterates, do come; literates have no place'’ . I do not 
mean to convert this Parliament into a University consistmj. of Professors and 
scholars, but it is not my idea that we should lend our hand to any scheme by 
virtue of which it may he that only illiterates will come forward. Therefore, 
there is absolutely no harm in accepting Mr, Kamith’s amendment which, in 
my judgment, is reasonable and proper.

While listening to the speech of the Deputy-Speaker on he Eesolution. 1 
was struck by his close reasoning. Though his heart is toe full of the milk of 
human kindness for the common man, he was frank and said that he stood for
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certain standarcit, in public liiie. \Yo have to creaic standavds in public life,. 
Q’here is no getting away from the fact that we should always be guided by 
patriotism. Political life, and ParHamentary life, can only be built an solid 
foundations of study, research and learning- We have got to do these in order 
to be Parliamentarians. Therefore, we are not going to saj that we shall not 
impose quaJifications for membership. Pitt at the age of twenty-four becamo 
the Prime Minister of England, and we may say that aay man at the o{ 
twenty-one may become a Member. Perhaps Mr. Sidhva shall have no objectiou 
to it. But certainly 1 am not enamoured of Mr. Sidhva’s argument when he 
says that at the age of seventy a man retains fully his vitality, e n ^ ^  and 
powers of concentration. Mr. Sidhva is an exception, and if an exception goes 
to prove the rule, then 1 am nut to be guided by Mr. Sidhva s example. I  have 
the highest respect for Mr. Sidhva. let it be understood, but I have seen many 
men at the age of sixty-five or seventy who cannot walk a step; they totter. 
IheT as a rule are dyspepticfj suffering from all chronic diseases. So, if a lower 
age limit is put, a higlier age limit should also be put, because I know that 
when a man attains a certain *age he becomes unfit for Parliamentary life 
unless he is p»*oved an exception or he undergoes medica> examination to prove 
his fitness. >fr. Sidhva s argument was. “ Well, Government servants retire 
at "he age of 55 and 60, Wĥ -- not give place to younger eiitrants ? ’ ' My own
opinion is that the older polii-iciaxifc, may give place to younger men who can 
give a good account of themselves I have done. I sti'ongly commend to this 
House the amendment of Mr. Kamath for acceptance.

Sardar Sochet Singh (P.E.P.S.U.)- In the few minutes at my disposal, I 
would confine myself to the question of minimum educational qualification for 
legislators. If this qualification is not prescribed, then I am afraid it would 
amount to putting a premium on illiteracy, inefficiency and ignorance. The 
incentive for education will be lost. People whc. want to aspire to the poation 
of responsibility and opportunity to discharge their duty towards their country 
wouM not devote any attention or time to the learning of those essential and 
basic th ills  which would qualify them and make them fit for those reeponsibili* 
ties. It is true that we should guaid against the tyranny of intellectuals, but 
it is equally necessary that we should guard against the dead weight of 
ignorance.

Education is a unifying factor in the life of a countrj. If we had no 
minimimi educational standard for all the Members who have com6 
to this House, this House would have presented the appearance of 
a Tower of Babel. The Madrasis would speak their own languages 
and the others would speak in their respective tongues and nobody 
will be able to understand what the other Member says and nobody will be 
able to convey to the majority of the Members of the House what he really 
intends to say. That is why I say that a minimum educational qualification 
in the national language should be prescribed. I  am afraid also that if no 
minimum educational qualification is prescribed, then this House itself would 
succumb to the tyranny of the intellectuals in the House. (Ati Hon 
M em ber: Tyranny?) Yes, and there wUl not be true democracy inside 
the House. Very few of the Members cf the House will be able to understand 
their responsibilities and duties and they will be (compelled blindly to follow 
what a few educated leaders of thought would place before th^n. We want 
the cream of the country in every walk of life to be represented in the House 
and not the scum of the country. We want Buddhimans and Vidwans........

Giaai G, S. Musaflr (Punjab): And not Gianis?
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Saidar Sochet Singh: And Gianis would follow. So when you are pres
cribing qualifications for the judiciary wiio have to interpret the law, the law
makers themselves should not be altogether ignorant. They should also have a 
minimum standard of educational qualificatiou and mental fitness.

With these words, I only want to emphasise one particular point, namely^ 
that this House will be reduced to a Tower of Babel if we do not prescribe a 
minimum educational qualification for its Members.

Shri Hossain T-mftTn (Bihar): I  will not tjilte more than five minutes. My 
task has been lightened greatly by the speeches of some friends, especially the 
poinis which were made out by you yourself, Sir, clearly showed the absolute 
necessity of having some kind of rule?? and regulations laid down by Parliament 
as these regulations cannot be made by executive action. So the only course 
open is to have legislation. In regard to this, there were two things open to 
Government. One was to decide to do a thing and the other was for this House 
to suggest that a certain line should be taken. What Prof. Shah has done is 
to ask Government to perform its duty in consultation with this House. I 
cannot understand the mentality cf those people who are suffering from such 
ail irhibition that they do not like to be asked, and v;ho fee' that the executive 
must be trusted to discharge its functions and that it would be derogatory for 
the Executive to be saddled "with the. advice of this House. Those suffering 
fi'om such an inhibition are, in my judgment, scarcely fit to grace this House.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The hon. Member need not uŝ e such strong language.
Shri Hossam Imam: I only used the word “ inhibition’ ’ .
Mr. Beputy-Speaker: But be said— “ they are not fit to be Members of this 

House
Sliri Hossain Imam: If I used those words, I take tben« back. I thought 

1 said that “ they are not fit to gra<.*e this House” .
Ml. Deputy-Speaker: Ev-n thp.t is v/rong.
Bni\ Hos?am Imam: All right. I withdraw even that.
My. I>eptity‘Speaker: It will be too strong. Each Member is entitled to have 

his own views.
ShJi Imam: All right. T withdraw that too.
The hon, the Law Minister in his concluding spee^li on the Constitution re

marked that this worship and this complete-trust theory will lead us astray. I 
entirely endorse those remarks wbi(?h bf made. I feel that the way in which 
learning end education have b^en run down in this House by two highly educated 
and lesumed Members of this House makes me wish for the day when crores of 
rupees would be saved by doting dov/n our educational Institutione.

Sliri Sidhva: Why?
Shri Hcssaiti Imam: Because eduoation “ domeaii^ us, debases us, degrades 

us” . This is the summary of what was said by thn learned Members.
Dr. Deshmulih: 1 do not want to be personal, but it has happened in some 

instances.
filui Hossait3 Imam: I wa-s going to say that even this bad education that 

you have in India has given us Gurudev Tagore, Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal 
Nehru and Sardar Patel. I sh(nild like to know whaty has illiteracy given us, 
which we can show to the wov]d as the great contribution of illiteracy.

Shri Sidhva: It is not due to their literacy, but to their broad outlook and 
Ptronp, commonsense. ,
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All Hon. Member: One of the reasons is litemcy.
Shri Hoflsair. Imam: It gave us Gokbale; it gave iis I'ilak, but; wbat has 

illiteracy given us?
An Hon, Membear: Banjit Singh.
Shri Sidliva: Service.
Shri Hossain Imam: I am talking of today, not of the past {InteTTU'ptiom.)

Mr, Deputy-Speaker: The hon. Member î  entitled to his own views.
Dr. Deshmukh: But it is a misi*epresentation of fac '5  and statements to say 

that we have advocated illiteracy. We never praised literacy.
Shri HoaBain Imam: What was said was that iliifcei-acy makes a man more 

honest than does literacy. {Hon. M em bers: No, no.) If that is the case, then 
wfc must close down the schools—if literacy teache^ us only to be rogues and 
sharkB. Our position in the world is such that we mu?t be very careful to main
tain the dignity of India. Another factor which must not be lost sight of is. 
the fact that you have a strong Party in this country which, in spite 
of whatever may be the wording of the Constitution, can shape things in 
the way iv which it likes. I s«n sa5ing that even if there are no special quali
fications, the Congress Party by it-s executive action can lay down certain rules 
in selecting candiaates and that will be effective for at leasi 90 per cent, of 
tlie Members returned to this House.

The Constitution it-self has provided at different places, the need for having 
certain quoMfications to be laid dcwn by Parliament The reason why all those 
are not eiiumerattd in the Constitution itseH. is because our Constitution, 
already the> biggest in thi vorld, would have becoma too cumbersome and then 
it would have been difficult to change it. Tin. difference between the Constitu
tion and ordinary legislation is that while the former requires a two-thirda 
majority, the bttcr does not. Of ccairse, if this House wants to change the 
Constitution, it can do so. But it is not a thing which is done in the world. 
Amendments to the Coustitution are brought about only in extreme circum
stances and Oil urgent and imperative r.eeds. That is why the qualifications 
were not provided for in the Constitution itself. As has been pointed out by 
the previous speaker, if we do r.ot lay down some qu&lincation, in future a 
Member from Madras will speak in Tamil, a Bengalee will speak in his own 
language, tn  Oriya in his own language, with the result that we will be unable 
to understand each other. ,

Shri Venkataraman (Madras); But what do you do in International Con  ̂
ferfcjices ?

Shri Hossain Imam: In the United Nations conferences, there are ear
phones where you can listen to the translation in one of the few approved languages 
that you know Here you cannot have that done, becoLse while in the United 
Nations you have only 59 member r.aticns, here you will have 500 members.

Sftth Oovlnd Das: Then you have accepted Hindi as ou* national language 
and it is going tr come into cffect within fifteen yePis.

Shri Hossain Imam: I, therefore, say that a literacy qualification of a certain 
measure either of English or of Hindi, is most essential. Otherwise we will 
become a Tower of Babel as was pointed out by the previous speaker. I have 
nothing to say further. This Besolution should not be oj;posed merely because 
of the fact) that it has been sponsored by certain persons. Gc)vemment is bound 
to bring legislation and it will bring a Bill, whether you pass this BesoUition 
Or riot. .
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Khwaja Inait Ullali t o s q —
Mr. Bepuly-Speaker: Hon. Members will be as brief as possible.
Shri Kamath: How long fire we to sil?
MJ. Deputy.Speaker: As long f.s hen. Members wish to sit.
Sbri Kamath; We have a meeting cf the Inter-Parliamentary Ui^on Group 
5 .1 5 .
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"This House is of opinion th«. qnalificationA b© laid down for membership of Parlia- 
ineiit.”
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Qualifications are laid down. Qualifications are there and they are already 

laid down in the Constitution.
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(English translation of the above speech)
Khwaja Inait XJUah: The Resolution moved by Prof. K. T. Shah has been 

the subject of favourable and unfavourable Bpeechos since this morning. All 
t)ld and experieuced Members of this House have nxjressed their views on it
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And an opportjunity has now been eiloued to a novice like me to give my views.
we reflect—at least I do— what are the points left untouched which I  

might dwell upon. I am afraid lesjrl should st̂ art repeating those very things. 
The yerj’ first thing that occurs to rie is this that on reading this resolution 
I feel the Professor has drafted it rather hurriedly. Had that not been the 
<?ape how ‘̂ould an experienced nian hke hi'n draft such a resolution? Th« 
resolution runs.

“ This House is of opinion . . .  . **

Mr, De^uty-Speftker: The resolution is known to everybody.
IQiwaja Inait Xniah: No, Sir, it is out of this that I have to point out some* 

thing. It runs:
"This House is of opinion that qualifications be laid down for membership of ParliA' 

ment.’ ’

r say 'vhab Ls the use of it? Qualifications aro laid down. Qualifications 
are there and they are already laid down in the C<'nstitution. Then, what is 
the sense of thr» Kesolution that qiiulificawons maj’ be laid down? Efed it been
like this that “ further qualifications may be laid down" or that “ some other
qualificatioDs be laid down”  one might have thought here is a Resolution which 
requires to be debated upon. As it stands, however, it ha? simply caused A 
waste of time. “ Qualifications may be laid down” . Had I been the JLaw 
Member I would aave said, “ Quulificf^tions are already laid down.’ '

Shii Kam&th: Why did you not move an amendment?

Khwaja Inait Ullali: My contention is the Resolution is ^wng. Why
should I have moved au ainendment? Since this niomir^ I have been tryini 
to say that quahfications are aheady ]jid down.

-in any case, the real question is whether the qualification of the Members
w V fii I*"" u V  ^  by the hon Speak.^r the question ig not
^hether t -  s ^ o u ld  be the qu«J'fjcnticn c>r that, whether it shBuJd be education

whether it should be a rpiigious qualification or a
p o p e ^  qualification. The liesolution says some qualification be laid down 

dispute is whether some qualific»tion b(i laid down or not* 
Ihese qualifications can be of various kinds. Religion is one qualification
ho i e %  poth er. >̂ till another is education and thrre is also service of the

.  Hiany qu.Uificaticns cf that kii>d that we can lay down
V -1 • T  t l^e&ohition or those, who have made speeches for

or againsl it a,rj at. directly nr ii.direcily, is ‘ educational qualification’ alone 
If it was only educational quahfication that was meant wliere was the reed for 
bnnging this l^e.olution before the House in such ambiguous te iJ s  ? irsh ou ld  
ha\e plamly been mentioned that some educational qualification be laid do\̂ Ti 
J h ^ u r b T l n - f  / " ; ^  very vague Imgusge in Payinr that some 
shv,uld be bul down and that a conim.tiee sh'.uld be appoir.ted to eo mto t S  
^ifstion as to wnat quahfication can be suitable in the presen. conteJ of th m «  
No, let us suppose only educational qualification is meant. Education has Its  
v-anous branches. It may be medical education, pciertific educa“ h < ^ l^  

eduction, don .̂cstic education, instructior: in the (}ita ^  
Quran or the Bible, or it may be industrial education. All thesf» snK rJixr/e* 
are suggected to as when we start coi.s:dering just one of t L  no7. i b ] ^  
tions. One of the arguments that hove b e fn ^ ro u g h V  cr^ord k  
absence o the educational qualification the Membe-4 will not b ^ in  a position 
to iollow the sj^eebes and one wil] r.ot follow what thf̂  ether savs W  fV  
dearly shows th^t ^bat i? really meant is that one ehculd be 4 ’ ’ or a
(a^yer or a debtor, for a Maine would i^ot h .ve that degree of comprehenSon
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IKhwaja iniflt
Evep a M atm  fr<^ Madras or Bihar would not be able to explain a law to a 
M idraM ir. I^Tigli^ nor would a Ijkasliiiiiri bd f.ble to follow a Bengali, ^ u s ,  
tiie Jeal object U M ni this rtjBolution aiid these speeches *8 that some educational 
qualifiopK^on shpull be laid down, tbat it» Bhoi*ld be thtri oI a gi^^ate or a 
lawyer as a minimum, because onJy a lawyer would have a grasp on  leg^  
matters. Now, the reason why the whole thing has been left- vague and it  
has not bt-n stated explicitly that the qualification required ^ o id d  he educar 
tional is that if the words ‘^ducaUonal qualification’ had been u s^  people would 
have said, “ ’̂ h y  are you laying dcwn an educatici;al qualification?’ * Hence^ 
it has been left \ague. When, however, the question is considered people say 
the wealth qualification is not necessary. Out Seth Govmd Das says the q u ^ - 
fication relating to property and wealth is not required. As for the qualification 
relating to the service of the country you cannot discard it. Even if you were 
to discard person who has rendered .-ervice t-o thp counti.y the voter will not 
discard him. Ilence \ou cannct (3ci)ar him. You may, however, impose an 
educationsd reetiictiou to the effect that one must be at least a vakil cr a 
Barrister or  ̂ grnduate, should be able tc speek English s j as to understand 
m k  to make oneself understood. Our Sethji has taken great pains to bring 
this home os tut whereas he has, in the course of hig speech, stated on one 
hand that this condition should entirely be done away wiih he has also stated 
tliat it cannot be dispensed with altc^ether This i.̂  like running with the 
bare and hunting with the hounds. 1 fail to understand his approach. On one 
hand SeViji says that we cannot t»ke away from the pu.ple what we have given 
them under thV Constitution while cn tie  other he says that democracy is not 
a very desirable tiling.

Sdi Oovind Das: What I meant was................*
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: We fully ccm]>rehend «vhat you mean.
Khwa]ji Xoait 'DlUih: Wh-it I meant to say is the* this Kesolution ultimately 

comee to somethin;: like this. India has aftei a ver\ lci»^ time got an oppor
tunity to establish the rule bf the p‘X } ie. The educated people, however, are 
accustomed to ruling over the people and it is their intention that the illiterate 
people Who form 80 to 90 per cent, of the population should cast their votes 
in &eir favour and not in favour of others. They are out to fiaine lawg where
by the rule cf the people might (t-rmin^te ani they migl^t be, enabled to rule 
over the peop.A. But, this is ap^insc cur pri:iciples. We have spent a whole 
life-time in an endeavour to establish a workers’ Government and with a view 
to usher in this workers’ Government we have made great sacrifices. The 
workers and the masses of this country are no longer as ignorant as some people 
would imagine. They know everything and realize who are their well-Wishers 
and to say that they would elect those who ar*> too illiterate even to sign their 
names is to insult them.

Oh. Banbir Sfiofih (Punjab): I  have thought over the Resolution again and 
again and also on the amendment moved by Shri Kannath, and I have decided 
to ' oppose both the amendment and the Besolution its<̂ lf The reason for it 
is not that I  do not want any qualifications. I  do, and I am of the opinion that 
the qualification for a Member should be the service of the country Before 
^  comes over to this .House be t-iiouM have served in one respect or ^ e  o^er 
the country and the pt-ople whom he wants to represent. But the whole diffi- 
ctilt^ ariftes here hdw to test it and how to know whethf‘r ho has served or not. 
Can’"we give this authority to a court to iudg>% whefher a paHicular person haa 
served the country or has done anything for the public? I  do not think it is 
r i^ t . ‘



Again, as regards the academic qualification, many friends have expressed 
here that they do not want any ‘Graduate’ qualification: they want that people 
who come here should know how to read and write But so far as reading and 
writing goes I can say .that a man can easily learn Hindi within five days after 
he is elected to this House.

Seth Govind Das: But you are forgetting it I

Ch. Singh: No, I am not fcrg**lting it; neither ca*i I  iorget it. It k
my n&tioT'a] language.

I wag expressing that to limit The acaaemio qualificiition only to reading and 
wting will do no good. Again, if you go higher than thav, suppose you want 
Jo limit it to the Martriculation Exan înation, even then 1 can say that therd 
are many people, and I have seen in my own Province fcr ten or fifteen years 
^ere have been Chief Ministers who were neither Matriculates nor as far as I 
know they had read in any school or college. I can mention the name of Sir 
Sikandar Hayat Khan. I have seen n?uny other Chief Ministers in other Pro- 
yiaces v/hc were neither law Graduates nor Graduates of medicine. I have 
also seen many t)ther friends who had not got any kind of Giant or any other 
quaiification, but they have administeied the country better than those people 
wLo were degree-holders, or were law Graduates or a’jy other kind of Graduates. 
So, the question arises what -qualifications are needed for a Parliament<arian. 
For a P'lrliament you require ti at a man shi '.̂ ld have administrative capacity, 
he should have intelligence, he should be a man of quick grasp and expression, 
should have common sense and power of expression. 1 have seen many people 
who are law Graduates and I have also seer many people who are professors 
in the colleges, who have remained as profe«jrors for long, but they did not 
prove pood Parliamentarians. There have been people who have never been 
to any school. You may take the example of Herr Hitler And many others 
throughout the world. As regards his ideologies some people can differ from 
Hitler, but nobody can deny that he took hif% country in 6uch a short time to 
such a pitch, that I do not think any Graduate could have taj^n that country to 
ttat p̂ tch during that short period. So far â  originality of thinking goes, I 
oau cite one example. Kabur is well known over the whole country. My friend 
Mr. Hossain Imam wanted to know wli^t the illiterate people have given to ttie 
country. I am going to tell the House what the illiterate people have given 
to tiiis country.

Shzi Botsabi Xmun: Compare the t^o.
Oh. JUaMr You can compare Kabir with many people who are known

as **poKticians” and who may have got power.
Shxi Hbmm ImAm: Compare Knbir ^ith Tulsidas.
Mr. Depvtgr-Speiker: The hon. Member evidently wants to continue his 

speech. Honse stands adjourned tUl tomorrow.

The Hou$3 then a^jcvjned till a Quarter to Eleven of the Clock on Wedn^s- 
day, the Sth Apr&, 18£!0. .
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